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PREFACE

w;th;n the telephony world the rap;d growth of computer technology made
poss;ble the change from the old electromechan;cal systems into the
so-called S.P.C. systems (S.P.C. stands for itored frogramme ÇontrolledJ.
As the name already indicates, the telephony process ;n a S.P.C. system ;5
controlled by means of a program stored in the central memory of the
computer. These programs were f;rst written in machine code; th;s was very
error-prone and time-comsuming, 50 the next step was to program the system
;n assembly language. Nowadays S.P.C. systems are programmed using a high
level language due te the advantages ;t presents over the ot her two.
This project deals with two h;gh level languages namely Pascal and CHILL.
Although Pascal was not developed to be expressly used for the
telecommunication f;eld, a lot of useful telephony as weIl as tools
programs are written in Pascal. CHILL on the other hand appeared as a
necess;ty for a standardizat;on of the h;gh level languages used within
the telecommunicat;on field. CHILL is the high level language from the
C.C.I.T.T.
As it is hoped that in the future all the software for telecommunicat;on
systems and in particular for the telephony f;eld, this project may be
considered a contr;but;on te the br;dge between the "past" and the
"future".
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1.0

I

INT~ODUCTION

The purpose of this project is the design and implementation of a
transformation tooI to translate software programs written in the
programming language Pascal into, semantically equivalent programs
written in CHILL (C.C.I.T.T. High Level Language).
The first step will be a comparative study of the syntax and semantics of
both languages. This study will be do ne using a top-down approach which
starts with a description of the program structure and then goes deeper
into the syntax and semantics of each constituent part.
When designing a translator or any other tooI, one should keep in mind
that such a tooI is meant to be used in a real system which influences the
portability of such a tooI. The philosophy of this project is to be as
practical as possible whilst maintaining an acceptable degree of
portability.
The fact that the translator to be designed is to be implemented on the
DEC-2060 system forces one to include a section which deals with the
Pascal features found in the DEC.
It is obvious that the results obtained during the first step will
influence the design of the translation mechanism in one way or another,
the latter will be also influenced by the results found in the second
step; consequently the design will be based upon the results of the first
two sections.
The last phase of the project is obviously the implementation on
DEC-2060. This last stage will also include testing and debugging.

the

In summary, one may distinguish four different phases:
•

Syntactical and Semantical analysis of both languages.

•

Pascal DEC-20 features and

•

Design of the translation mechanism based upon the first two phases.

•

practical realization. Implementation on the DEC-20.

M

TOPS-20~

task features.

TOPS-20 is the operating system for the DEC-20
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2.0

SYNTACTICAL AND SEHANTICAL ANALYSIS

2.1

GENE~AL

2

As already ment;oned, the f;rst step in performing any analysis is a
descr;ption of the program structurej th;s makes languages comparisons
possible without contending with syntactical detail. As the study
progresses to finer points the initial framework fleshes out to a more
complete model.
Since Pascal is the source language it seems logical to start with the
structure of a Pascal program.

2.1.1

PASCAL PROGRAH STRUCTURE

In a Pascal program two parts can be distinguishedj a descriptions of the
actions to be performed and a description of the data which are to be
manipulated by those actions. Actions are described by statements and data
by the so-called definitions and declarations.
Declarations include :
•

label declarationsi

•

variable declarationsj

•

procedures and functions declarations.

using the traditional B.H.F. (Backus Haur Form) for describing the syntax
of the language, the program structure syntax of a Pascal program is :
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< program> ::= < program heading > < block > •
< block > ::= < label declaration part>

<
<
<
<

constant definition part>
variabIe declaration part>
procedure and function declaration part>
statement part >

The program heading gives the program a name (otherwise non-significant
inside the program) and lists its parameters through which the program
communicates with the environment.
In Pascal statements may be 'marked' by prefixing the statement with a
label followed by a colon. In Pascal labels have to be defined before
their use; the label declaration part lists all the labels to be used.
A constant definition introduces an identifier as a synonym for a
constant; this makes a program more readable and aids the portability of
such a program.
Pascal as a high level language allows one to use abstractions, when
talking about data and to ignore the deta;ls of representation, by
developing the concept of data type. A data type defines the set of va lues
a variable can assume. The type definition part allows for creating new
data types; the definition itself determines the set of values and
associates an identifier with the set.
Variables are entit;es where values can be stored into or retrieved from.
A variable declaration associates an identifier and a data type with a new
variable by listing the identifier followed by the type; this associat;on
remains unchanged throughout the program. For this last reason Pascal is
of ten called a 'strongly typed language'.
In computer programming one constructs programs in a sequence of steps; at
each step the programmer breaks the task ;nto a number of subtasks. The
procedure (function) concept allows the display of those subtasks as
explicit subprograms. The difference between procedures and funct;ons is
that functions yield aresult value and can therefore be used as
constituents of expressions.
The procedure (funct;on) declaration serves to define a program part and
to associate it with an identifier (function designator). The declaratio"
has the same form as a program except that it ;s introduced by a procedure
heading (function heading) instead of a program heading.
To make comparisons possible the skeleton of a CHILL program will be now
described:
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CHILL PROGRAH STRUCTURE

A CHILL program consists essentially of three partsi a description of the
data objects, a description of the actions to be performed upon the data
objects, and a description of the program structure.
Data objects are described by data statements (declaration and definition
statements), actions are described by act ion statements, and the program
structure is determined by program structuring statements.
Data statements include

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

synonym def;nitionsi
mode defin;tionsi
procedure definitionsi
signal definitionsi
process def;nitionsi
region defin;tionsi
locations declarations.

Using B.N.F. the program structure syntax of a
following :
<program> ::= { < heading > < body> ;

}~

CHILL

program

is

the

(1)

< body> ;;= {HODULE I REGION } < bloek> END
< bloek> ::= < visibility statements> (2)
< mode definition part>
< synonym definition part> (3)
< procedure definition part>
< proeess definition part>
< region definition part>
< signal definition part>
< loeation deelaration part>
< action statements part>

(1) '+' means that the syntaetical eategory has to be present at least
once
(2) they are plaeed at the beginning of the bloek for readability purposes
(3) it does not neeessarily have to follow the mode definition part
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In CHILL a program is made up of several modules or regions; the heading
identifies each of the different constituent modules (regions) by giving
them a name.
In contrast to Pascal no labels have to be declared in a CHILL program;
CHILL does, however, allow the use of labels as 'markers' of act ion
statements. In CHILL a name followed by a colon and placed in front of an
action statement, and only such a name, is defined to be a label name.
The manipulatable data objects of CHILL are values and locations where
values can be stored into or retrieved from. Locations have a mode
attached to them; the mode of alocation defines the set of values which
may reside in that location and other properties associated with the
location and the values it may contain. Some of the properties are:
•

locations:

internal structure,
read-onlyness,
referability, •••••
•

values:
internal representation,
ordering,
applicable operation, •••••

Hode definitions define one or more names to be a mode name. Hode
definitions occur inside NEUHODE and SYNHODE definition statements. In
CHILL some language constructs have a so-called dynamic mode attached. A
dynamic mode is a mode of which some of the properties can only be
determined dynamically.
A synonym definition defines a name to denote a specified constant value.
In constrast to pascal where the constant declaration part has to precede
the type declaration part, in CHILL synonym definitions can be placed
anywhere before the action statements part.
A procedure definition is a (possibly) parameterised sequence of actions
(sub-program) that may be called from different parts within a program.
When the procedure actions have been performed control is returned to the
calling point. A procedure in CHILL may return a value (value procedure)
or alocation (location procedure) or deliver no result; in the latter
case the procedure can only be called in a procedure call action. A
procedure may have multiple entry points by means of entry statements;
these statements are considered as additional procedure definitions.
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A process is the sequential execution of a series of statements, the
execution of which may be concurrent with other processes.
A process
definition describes the process behaviour that is, the objects local to a
process and the series of statements to be executed sequentially.
Regions are a means to provide processes with mutually exclusive access to
locations declared within the region. A region cannot contain action
statements.
Signals are a means to provide for both synchronization and communication
between processes. A signal definition defines
a composing and
decomposing function for values to be transmitted between processes.
In the CHILL sense, locations are abstract places where values can be
stored or from which values can be obtainedi in order to obtain a value a
location has to be accessed. Declaration statements define names to be
used for accessing alocation.
The program structuring statements provide the means for controlling the
lifetime of locations and the visibility of names. The lifetime of a
location is the time during which alocation exists within a program. A
name is said to be visible at a certain point in a program if it can be
used at that point. The scope of a name encompasses all the points where
it is visible. Program structuring statements are: begin-end block,
module, procedure, process, and region.
The violation of a dynamic semantic condition
i.e.
those (non
context-freel conditions which cannot be statically determined, causes a
run-time exception. Exceptions can also be caused by the execution of a
CAUSE action or, conditionally, by the execution of an ASSERT act ion. When
at a given program point, an exception occurs, control is transferred to
the associated handler for that exception. A handler is a piece of program
i.e. an action statement list, to which control is transferred when an
exception, for which a handler exists, occurs. If an exception occurs and
no handler for it can be found, the program is in error.
Host exceptions have a name. This is either a CHILL defined exception
name, an implementation defined exception name, or a program defined
exception name. CHILL defined exception names can be found in one of the
appendices.
Visibility statements allow for the control over the visibility of names
in various program parts.
From this short description of the skeleton of both program structures one
finds the following main differences:
•

Pascal does not have any of the features
execution: process, region, signals, •••

related

to

concurrent

•

Pascal does not allow for multiple entry points in procedures
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Pascal does not have program structuring statements as such, and in
consequence it does not have visibility statements.

Coming back to the last paragraph, one must say that it is the lexical
structure of a Pascal program which defines a hierarchy of code blocks and
determines unambiguously the scope or range of validity of an identifier.
Af ter this brief introduction to both languages a more detailed comparison
follows. The order is the same as specified in the Pascal BNF description;
within each description part, a CHILL counterpart will be described • At
the end of each section a summary of the main differences will be given.

2.2

LABEL DECLARATION PART

Labels do not have te be declared in CHILL. This implies that label
declarations should not be present
in
the
translated program.
Nevertheless labels, if present, have to be recorded for syntatic check
reasons. In Pascal a label is defined to be an unsigned integer and
consist of four digits at most. In CHILL a label is a name and as such has
to start with a letter followed by any combination of letters digits or
underscore. It is then necessary to map the labels declared in Pascal into
label-names for use within the CHILL program; this is another reason for
recording the declared labels. For completeness the BHF notation for
labels is included.
<label declaration part> ::=
LABEL <label> {,<label> }H
<label> ::= <unsigned integer>
<unsigned integer> ::= { <digit>
<digit> ::=

011 121 3 I

2.3

*I 5

}#

I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9

CONSTANT DEFINITION PART

Constant definitions introduce names te identify constants.
notation the Pascal constant definition part looks like:
<constant definition part> ::=
CONST <constant definition> {j<constant definition>}H
<constant definition> ::=
<identifier> = <constant>

Using BNF
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<constant> ::=
<unsiqned number>
I<siqn><unsiqned number>
I<constant identifier>
I<siqn><constant identifier>
I<strinq>
<unsiqned number> ::=
<unsiqned inteqer>
I<unsiqned real>
<unsiqned inteqer> ::= <diqit>

{<diqit>}~

<unsiqned real> ::=
<unsiqned inteqer> . <diqit> {<diqit>}~
<diqit> {<diqit>}~ E <scale factor>
I<unsiqned inteqer>
I<unsiqned inteqer> E <scale factor>
<scale factor> ::=
<unsiqned inteqer>
I<siqn><unsiqned inteqer>
<siqn> ::=
+ I <constant identifier> ::= <identifier>
<strinq> ::= '<character>

{<character>}~'

In CHILL, constant values are introduced by synonym definitions. A synonym
definition defines a name to denote the specified constant value. synonym
definitions must not be recursive, or mutually recursive via other synonym
definitions or mode definitions.
The BNF notation for the synonym definition statement is:
<synonym definition statement> ::=
SYN <synonym definition> {,<synonym

<synonym definition> ::=
<name list> {<mode>]

= <constant

definition>}~;

value>

The main differences are:
•

In CHILL, synonym definitions provide the means o~ giving a name to
any constant value, i.e. a general procedure name can be given another
name by means of a synonym definition. See example below.

•

CHILL does not support real numbers.

•

Pascal supports only decimal integers; CHILL does
octal, and hexadecimal as weIl.

support

binary,
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Pascal does not allow the use of the underscore symbol (_J. The use of
the underscore symbol is not significant in CHILL, when talking about
integers.

Examples:
PASCAL
CONST n
(*

= 5000;

sinus = sine;
that was an error *)

PROCEDURE
sjne (ang:jnteger);

majn program

sj ne :

PROC(ang INT);
END sjne;

END (*sjne*);
(*

SYN n [INT] = 5_000,
sinus = sine;

*)

/*

majn program

*/

sjnus(90);
/*jt's the same as sjne(90) */

TYPE DECLARATION PART

2.~

The concept of data type has already been introduced; this section
dedicated to the different data types.

2.~.1

is

PASCAL DATA TYPES

In Pascal one finds the following data types:
•

Simple types

•

structured types

•

Pointer types

The BNF notation for Pascal data type, as weIl as the semantics of the
different types is:
<type defjnjtjon part> ::=
TYPE <type defjnjtion> {;<type definjtjon>}H
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<type definition> ::= <identifier> = <type>
<type> ::=
<simple type>
I<structured type>
I<pointer type>

2.4.1.1

s;mple types

Although data types ;n Pascal can be qu;te soph;st;cated, each must be
ult;mately bu;lt from unstructured types. An unstructured type ;5 e;ther
programmer def;ned ;n wh;ch case ;t ;5 called 'declared scalar type', or
one of the four standard scalar types, ;nteger,real,boolean, and char, or
a subrange thereof. A scalar type ;5 character;zed by the set of ;ts
d;st;nct values, upon wh;ch a l;near order;ng ;5 def;ned. The values are
denoted by ;dent;f;ers ;n the def;n;t;on of the type.
•

Scalar types

•

Subrange types

The BNF notat;on for the s;mple types w;th;n pascal ;5:
<simple type> ::=
<scalar type>
I<subranqe type>
I<type identifier>
<scalar type> ::= ( <identifier> (,<identifier>}H )

I
I
I
I

INTEGER
REAL
BOOLEAN
CHAR

<subranqe type> ::= <constant .. <constant>
<type identifier> ::= <identifier>

2.4.1.2

structured types

structured types are compos;t;ons of other types; ;t ;5 the type(s) of the
components and most ;mportantly the structur;ng method that character;ze
a structured type. An opt;on ava;lable to each of the structur;ng methods
;5 an ;nd;cat;on of the preferred ;nternal data representat;on.
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A structured type preceded by the keywerd PACKED signals the compiler te
ecenemize sterage requirements, even at expense ef additienal executien
time and/er extra cede.
In Pascal ene finds the fellewing structured types:
•

[PACKED) Array type

•

[PACKED) Recerd type

•

[PACKED) Set type

•

[PACKED) File type

The BNF netatien fer the structured types is as fellews:
<structured type> ::=
<unpacked structured type>
IPACKED <unpacked structured type>
<unpacked structured type> ::=
<array type>
I<record type>
I<set type>
I<file type>
<array type> ::=
ARRAY [ <index type> {,<index type>}N ]
OF <component type>
<index type> ::= <simple type>
<component type> ::= <type>
<record type> ::= RECORD <field list> END
<field list> ::=
<fixed part>
I<fixed part> j <variant part>
I<variant part>
<fixed part> ::= <record section> {j<record section>}N
<record section> ::=
<field identifier> {,<field identifier>}N
I<empty>
<variant part> ::=
CASE <tag field><type identifier> OF
<variant> {j<variant>}N
<tag field> ::=
<fjeld identifier>
I<empty>

<type>

Pascal to CHILL Translator

<variant> ::=
<case label list>
I<empty>
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( <field list> )

<case label list> ::= <case label> {,<case label>}H
<case label> ::= <constant>
<set type> ::= SET OF <base type>
<base type> ::= <simple type>
<file type> ::= FILE OF <type>
<pointer type> ::= t<type identifier>

An array type consists of a fixed number of components defined when the
array is introduced which are all of the same type (the component or base
type). Every component can be explicitly denoted and directly accessed by
means of the name of the array and a so-called index; indices have an
associated type (index type). An array is then characterized by three
parameters, name, component type and index type. Arrays are random-access
structures because the time required to access a component does not depend
on the value of the selector (index). The component type can be any type
but the index type can only be a simple type (type INTEGER and reals are
not allowable).
A record is a structure consisting of a fixed number of components, called
fields; the components are not constrained to be of identical type and
they cannot be directly indexed. Each component is denoted by an
identifier (field identifier) and has an associated type. The scope of a
field identifier is the innermost record in which it is defined. Record
types also make provision for variants; this means that different
variables, although said to be of the same type, may assume structures
which differ in a certain way. The differences may consist of a different
number and different types of components. Usually a fixed component (tag
field) indicates the currently valid variant; this can be abbreviated by
including the declaration of the tag field in the case clause itself.
A set type defines the set of values that is the powerset of its base type
i.e. the set of all subsets of values of the base type including the empty
set. The base type must be a scalar or subrange type (reals are excluded).
Sets are built up from their elements by set constructors; normal set
operations and operators are applicable.
Dne of the simplest structuring methods is the sequence; one term
generally accepted to describe a sequence is a sequential file. Pascal
calls it simply file meaning a structure consisting of a sequence of
components all of which are of the same type. In files a naturalordering
of the components is defined through the sequence and at any instance only
one component is directly accessible. In contrast to the array, the number
of components, called the length of the fi le, is not fixed by the fi le
type definition. The other difference with the array is that files are
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sequentially accessed and arrays are randomly accessed. The declaration
of every file variabIe (f) automatically introduces a buffe~ variabIe of
the component type. Pascal defines the following file-handling operators:
RESET, REURITE, GET and PUT. Pascal also defines a standard file type
called TEXT which is a file of characters; for these type of files Pascal
defines two standard procedures: READ and URITE

2.4.1.3

Pointer types

Within a program two kinds of variables can be present, static variables
for which memory is allocated during the execution of the block to which
it is local and dynamic variables which are generated without any
correlation to the static structure of the program. Dyn~mic variables do
not occur in an explicit variabIe declaration and cannot be referenced by
identifiers; the generation of a dynamic variabIe introduces a pointer
value (storage address of the created variabIe). A pointer type P is then
an unbound set of values pointing to elements of a g;ven type T; P is said
to be bound to T. HIL is always an element of Pand points to no element at
all.

2.~.2

TYPE COHPATIBILITY RULES

In Pascal types Tl and T2 shall be designated compatible if any of the
four statements that follow is true.
a.

Tl and T2 are the same type.

b.

Tl is a subrange of T2, or T2 is a subrange of Tl, or both Tl and
T2 are subranges of the same host type.

c.

Tl and T2 are set-types of compatible base-types, either both Tl
and T2 are designated packed or neither Tl nor T2 is designated
packed.

d.

Tl and T2 are string-types with the same number of components.

Example:

TYPE
-natural = O.. maxinti
count
= integer;
range
= integer;
year
= 1900 .. 1999i
colour = (red,green,blue,yellou)i
color
= colour;
tvcolor = red .. bluei
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Notes:
1.

Any type, designated packed and denoted by an array-type having
as its index-type a denotation of a subrange-type specifying a
smallest value of one and having as its component-type a denotation
of the char-type, shall be designated a string-type.

2.

In the above example count, range and integer denote the same type.The
types denoted by year and natural are compatible with, but not the
same as, the type denoted by range, count and integer. The same
applies for colour, color and tvcolor.

2.~.3

CHILL HaDES

Data types in Pascal have a counterpart in CHILL, the HODE concept. Hode
definitions define one or more names to be a mode name. Hode dafinitions
occur inside newmode and synmode definition statements. The difference
between a newmode and a synmode lies in the treatment by the mode
equivalence algorithms ( See mode compatibility rules). The BNF notation
for mode definitions is:
<synmode definition statement> ::=
SYNHODE <mode definition> {, <mode definition>jH;
<newmode definition statement> ::=
NEUHODE <mode definition> {, <mode definition>jH;
<mode definition> ::=
<name list> = <defining mode>
<defining mode> ::= <mode>

The next paragraphs are dedicated to describing the possible modes CHILL
supports. In CHILL one can find the following modes:
•

Non-composite modes

•

composite modes

Non-composite modes can further be split up into six classes:
•

Discrete modes

•

Powerset modes

•

Reference modes

•

Procedure modes

Pascal to CHILL Translator
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The BNF notat;on for CHILL modes ;s:
<mode> ::=
<non-composite mode>
I <composite mode>

2.4.3.1

Non-compos;te modes

<non-composite mode> ::=
<discrete mode>
<powerset mode>
<reference mode>
<procedure mode>
< ins tdnce mode>
<synchronisdtion mode>

D;screte modes def;ne sets and subsets of well-ordered values. They are
e;ther the standard ;nteser, boolean, and character modes or user def;ned
set or range modes. Set modes def;ne an ordered set of named or unnamed
values; the ;nternal representat;on of the named values ;s the ;nteS2r
value assoc;ated w;th the pos;t;on of the named value. Th;s representat;on
also def;nes the order;ng of the values.
<discrete mode> ::=
<inteQer mode>
<boolean /Dode>
<chdrdcter mode>
<set mode>
<rdnQe mode>

<inteQer mode> ::=
{READ] INT
{READ] BIN
{READ] <integer mode. ndme>
<booledn mode> ~:=
{READ] BOOL
I {READ] <booledn mode ndme>
<chdrdcter mode> ::=
{READ] CHAR
I {READ] <chdrdcter mode name>
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<set mode> ::=
(READl SET( <set list> )
{READl <set mode name>
<set list> ::=
<numbered set list>
<unnumbered set list>
<numbered set list> ::=
<numbered set element> {,<numbered set element>}H
<numbered set element> ::=
<name> = <integer literal expression>
<unnumbered set list> ::=
<set element> {,<set element>}H
<set element> ::=
<name>
<unnamed value>
<unnamed value> ::=

*
A range mode defines the set of values ranging between the specified upper
and lower bounds. The range is taken from a specific parent mode which
determines the operations on and ordering of the range values.
<range mode> ::=
(READl <discrete mode name>( <literal range> )
(READl RANGE( <literal range> )
(READl BIN( <integer literal expression> )
{READl <range mode name>
<literal range> ::=
<lower bound>

<upper bound>

<lower bound> ::=
<discrete literal expression>
<upper bound> ::=
<discrete literal expression>

Powerset modes define values which are sets of values of its m2mber mode;
powerset values range over all subsets of the member mode. The usual
set-theory operators are defined on powerset values.
<powerset mode> ::=
{READl POUERSET <member mode>
I {READl <powerset mode name>
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<member mode> ::=
<discrete mode>

modes defines ~efe~ences (add~esses o~ desc~ipto~s) to
locations. The~e a~e th~ee types of ~efe~ences, bound
~efe~ences, f~ee ~efe~ences, and ~ow ~efe~ences. Sound ~efe~ences ~efe~
to locations of a given static mode, f~ee ~efe~ences ~efe~ to locations of
any static mode and ~ows ~efe~ to locations of a dynamic mode. NULL is
always a ~efe~ence value and ~efe~s to na location at all.
Refe~ence

~efe~able

<reference mode> ::=
<bound reference mode>
<free reference mode>
< row mode>
<bound reference mode> ::=
[REAOl REF <referenced mode>
I [REAOl <bound reference mode name>
<referenced mode> ::=
<mode>
<free reference mode> ::=
[REAOl PTR
[REAOl <free reference mode name>
< row mode> :: =
[READl ROU <string mode>
[REAOl ROU <array mode>
[REAOl ROU <variant structure mode name>
[REAOl <row mode name>

modes define (gene~al) p~ocedu~e values. These values indicate
pieces of code in a dynamic context; p~ocedu~e modes allow fo~
manipulating a p~ocedu~e dynamically, i.e. passing it as a pa~amete~ to
othe~ p~ocedu~es, sto~ing it into a location, etc. P~ocedu~e values can ba
called.
P~ocedu~e

<procedure mode> ::=
[READl PROC( [<parameter Iist>l ) [<result spec>l
[EXCEPTIONS( <exception list> )l [RECURSIVEl
[REAOl <procedure mode name>
<parameter list> ::=
<parameter spec> {,<parameter spec>}H
<parameter spec> ::=
<mode> [<parameter attribute>l [<register name>l
<parameter attribute> ::=
IN I OUT I INOUT I LOC
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<result spec> ::=
{RETURNS} «mode> {LOC} (<register name>})
<exception list> ::=
<exception name> {,<exception name>}H
<exception name> ::=
<name>

Instance modes define va lues which uniquely identify processes. The
creation of a new process yields a unique instance value as identification
for the created process.
<instanee mode> ::=
{READ} INSTANCE
I {READ} <instanee mode name>

Locations of synchronization modes provide the means of synchronization
and communication between processes. In CHILL there is no expression
denotins a value defined by a synchronization mode; as a consequence there
are no operations defined on the values. There are two kinds of
synchronization modes. event and buffer modes. Event mode locations
provide the means for synchronization between processes. and buffer modes
provide the means for synchronization as well as for communication bet ween
processes.
<synchronisation mode> .. =
<event mode>
I <buffer mode>
<event mode> ::=
{READ} EVENT {«event length»}
I {READ} <event mode name>
<event length> ::=
<integer literal expression>
<buffer mode> ::=
{READ} BUFFER ((<buffer length»}
<buffer element mode>
(READ}<buffer mode name>
<buffer length> ::=
<integer literal expression>
<buffer element mode> ::=
<mode>
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composite modes

composites modes are, as the name indicates, compositions of other modes;
location and values of a composite mode have sub-locations and sub-va lues
which can be accessed or obtained respectively. As in pascal it is the
type(s) of its components and the structuring method what characterizes a
composite mode. There are three main composite modes, string modes, array
modes, and structure modes.
<composite mode> ::=
<string mode>
<array mode>
<structure mode>

A string mode defines bit or character string values of a length indicated
or implied by the string mode. The string values of a given string mode
are wellordered. The concatenation operator is defined on string values.
<string mode> ::=
(READ] <string type>( <string length> )
<parameterised string mode>
{READ] <strina mode name>
<parameterised string mode> ::=
(READ] <origin string mode name>( <string length> )
I {READ] <parameterised string mode name>
<origin string mode name> ::=
<string mode name>
<string type> ::=

CHAR

I BIT
<string length> ::=
<integer literal expression>

An array mode defines composite va lues which are lists of va lues defined
by its element mode. An array mode is characterized by the following three
parameters, an index mode (must be a discrete mode) which has an upper and
a lower bound, an element mode and an element layout used to control the
physical layout of an array location or value.
<array mode> ::=

{READ] {ARRAY] «index mode> {,<index mode>}H)
<element mode> {<element layout>}H
<parameterised array mode>
{READ] <array mode name>
<parameterised array mode> ::=
(READ] <origin array mode name>( <upper index> )
I {READ] <parameterised array mode name>
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.. -..

<index mode> ;;=
<discrete mode>
I <literal range>
<upper index> ;;=
<literal expression>
<element mode> ;;=
<mode>

structure modes define composite values consisting of a list of values
selectable by a component name. Each value is defined by a mode which is
attached to the component name. The components of a structure value or
location are called fields. Three types of
structures can be
distinguished, fixed structures, variant structures, and parameterised
structures.
Fixed structures consist only of fixed fields which are always present and
can always be accessed without a dynamic check.
Variant structures have the so-called variants fields which are not always
present. There are two types of variant structures, tagged variant
structures and tag-less variant structures. For tagged variant structures
the presence of these fields is known only at run time from the value(s)
of certa;n associated fixed field(s) called tag fields. Tag-less variant
structures do not have tag fields.
A parameterised variant structure is determined from a variant structure
mode for which the choice of variant alternatives is statically specified
by means of literal expressions.

The physical layout of a structure location or value can be controlled by
means of a field layout specification. The field layout can be PACK,
HOPACK, <pos> or <step>.
<structure mode> ;;=
<nested structure mode>
<level structure mode>
<parameterised structure mode>
{READ} <structure mode name>
<nested structure mode> ;;=
{READ} STRUCT «fields> (,<fields>}H)
<fields> ::=
<fixed fields>
I <alternative fjelds>
<fixed fields> ::=
<name list> <mode> {<field layout>}
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<alternative fields> ::=
CASE {<tags>J OF
<variant alternative> {,<variant alternative>}H
{ELSE {<variant fields> {,<variant fields>}HJJ ESAC
<variant alternative> ::=
{<case label specification>J
{<variant fields> {,<variant fields>}HJ
<tags> ::=
<tag field name> {,<tag field name>}H
<variant fields> ::=
<name list> <mode> {<field layout>J
<parameterised structure mode> ::=
{READJ <origin variant structure mode name>
«literal expression list»
{READJ <parameterised structure mode name>
<origin variant structure mode name> ::=
<variant structure mode name>
<literal expression list> ::=
<literal expression> {,<literal expression>}H

Until now only statie modes have been mentioned. CHILL supports dynamic
modes as weIl; dynamic modes are modes, some of the properties of which
are known only at run-time. Dynamic modes are always parameterised modes
with one or more run-time parameters. There are three main dynamic modes,
dynamic string modes, dynamic array modes, and dynamic structure modes. A
dynamic string mode is a parameterised string mode with statically unknown
length. A dynamic array mode is a parameterised array mode with statically
unknown upper bound. Adynamie structure mode is a parameterised structure
mode with statically unknown parameters.
As in Pascal types, CHILL modes are subject to certain compatibility
rules. Dne of the main purposes of the notion mode is to allow the objects
of a program to be structured into a number of incompatible groups, each
for their own purpose and each described by its own mode. The mode
compatibility rules specify which modes are compatible and under what
conditions. Before listing the compatibility rules, some of the
properties of modes and classes will be mentioned.

2.~.~

a.

PROPERTIES OF HODES AND CLASSES

novelty.
The novelty of a mode indicates whether or not it is defined via a
newmode definition statement. The novelty of a mode is either NIL,
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i.e. it is a (base) mode not defined via a newmode (INT, CHAR,
BaaL have a NIL novelty), o~ it is the newmode name via which it
is defined.
b.

Read-onlyness.
A mode is said to be ~ead-only if a location of that mode as a
whole is ~ead-only, i.e. neithe~ it no~ any pa~t of it may be
ove~w~itten, except when giving the initial value. Read-onlyness
is an he~edita~y p~ope~ty.

c.

Refe~encing p~ope~ty.

A mode has the ~efe~encin9 p~ope~ty if a location of that mode has
a ~efe~ence mode o~ contains a component o~ subcomponent etc.
which has a ~efe~ence mode.

2.~.5

•

HODE COHPATIBILITY RULES

Two modes a~e said to be
have the same he~edita~y

simila~

if they

a~e

of the same kind, i.e. the

p~ope~ties.

•

Two modes a~e said to be v-equivalent (value-equivalent) if they
simila~ and also have the same novelty.

•

TWO modes a~e said to be equivalent if they a~e v-equivalent and also
possible diffe~ences in value ~ep~esentation in sto~age o~ minimum
sto~age size a~e taken into account.

•

Two modes a~e said te be I-equivalent flocation-equivalentl if they
a~e equivalent and also have the same ~ead-only specification.

A mo~e
follow:
a.

fo~mal

The

definition of equivalence

~elation

on

~elations

modes

will

a~e

now

nsimila~".

TWo modes a~e simila~ if and
conditions is fulfilled:

only

if

one

of

the

following

•

they

•

they a~e set modes such that they define the s~me numbe~ of
values, the same set-element names and fo~ the same names ,
the built-in ~outine HUM, delive~s the same value.

•

they

a~e eithe~ intege~, cha~acte~ o~

a~e ~ange

modes with

boolean modes.

simila~ pa~ent

modes.
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•

the one is the range mode whose parent mode is similar to the
ot her mode.

•

the one is boolean mode an the other is a bit string mde of
length 1.

•

the one is a character mode and the other
string mode of length 1.

•

they are powerset modes such that their
equivalent

member

•

they are bound reference modes such that
modes are equivalent.

their

•

they are array modes such that:

is

a

character
modes

are

referenced

their index modes are v-equivalent
their element modes are equivalent
their element lay-outs are equivalent.
they have the same number of elements.
•

they are structures modes such that:
they have the same number of fields and corresponding (by
position) fields are equivalent

b.

The relation "equivalent".
Two modes are equivalent if and only if they are similar, have the
same novelty, and:

c.

•

if one is a boolean mode, the other must also be a boolean
mode.

•

if one is character mode, the other must also be a character
mode.

•

if one is a range mode, the other must also be a range mode
and both upper bounds must be equal and both lower bounds must
be equal.

The relation "l-equivalent".
Two modes are l-equivalent if and only if they are equivalent and
if one has the read-only property the other must also have the
read-only property and:
•

if both are bound reference modes, their
must be l-equivalent

referenced

modes
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l-equivalent

•

if bath a~e st~uctu~e modes.
fields must be l-equivalent

a~~ay

modes,

thei~
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element

co~~esponding

modes

must

be

(by position)

Afte~ this sho~t semantic desc~iption of the concept of data type (Pascal)
and the concept of mode (CHILL) the main diffe~ences will be mentioned.

2.~.6

DIFFE~ENCES

•

CHILL does not

•

CHILL does not have the 'file' concept

•

Pascal does not

•

CHILL enhances the

•

Pascal set type falls within the catego~y of st~uctu~ed types, whilst
CHILL powe~set mode is a non-composite mode. As a consequence, CHILL
can not have 'packed' sets.

•

Uithin

suppo~t

va lues

dynamic types

~efe~encing

possibilities:

pointe~. ~ow

modes

and st~uctu~e modes CHILL enhances the possibilty of
the desi~ed inte~nal ~ep~esentation: <pos>,<step>

a~~ay

cont~olling

•

suppo~t ~eal

If PACKED is specified, in Pascal a~~ays. ~eco~ds. sets. and files
packed as a whole. In CHILL a~~ays and st~uctu~es can be packed
component; in pa~ticula~ fo~ a st~uctu~e this is the only way.

a~e
pe~

•

Because Pascal does not suppo~t concu~~ent execution of p~ocesses it
does not have the synch~onization and the instance concepts.

•

In pascal sub~ange types do have an implicit pa~ent type. In CHILL
~ange modes the pa~ent mode can be explicitily specified.

•

pascal does not have a p~ope~ st~ing type; in Pascal
simulated by packed a~~ays of characte~s.

•

Pascal does not know a concatenation

•

Pascal does not

st~ings

ope~ato~ fo~ st~;ngs.

suppo~t numbe~ed scala~

types.

can be
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2.5

2.5.1

2S

VARIABLE DECLARATION PART

PASCAL VARIABLES

Every variable eccurring in a statement must be declared in a variable
declaratien; this declaratien must textually precede any use ef the
variable. In Pascal variable declaratien censist ef a list ef identifiers
deneting the new variables, fellewed by their type.
<variabie declaration part> ::=
<empty>
IVAR <variabie declaration> {;<variable declaration>}H
<variabie declaration> ::=
<identifier> {,<identifier>}H

<type>

<variabie> ::=
<entire variabie>
I<component variabie>
I<referenced variabie>
<entire variabie> ::= <identifier>
<component variabie> ::=
<indexed variabie>
I<field designator>
I<file buffer>
<indexed variabie> ::=
<array variabie> { <expression> {,<expression>}H ]
<array variabie> ::= <variabie>

<field designator> ::=
<record variabie> . <field identifier>
<record variabie> ::= <variabie>
<field identifier> ..

= <identifier>

<field buffer> ::=
<file variabie>
<file variabie> ::= <variabie>
<referenced variabie> ::=
<pointer variabie>
<pointer variabie> ::= <variabie>

t
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There are three main kinds of variables, entire variables, components of a
variable and pointer variables (variables referenced by a pointer).
Entire variables are denoted by its identifier. A cempenent ef a variable
is denoted by the name ef the variable followed by a selecter specifying
the cemponent. The form ef the selecter depends upon the structuring type
of the variable. Three sorts of component variables exist, indexed
variable (array element), field designater (component of a record
variable) and file buffer variable (deneting the current file compenent).
The referenced variables are denoted by the pointer variable (variable of
type pointer) follewed by the sign 'tl.

2.5.2' eHILL LOeATION5

The CHILL counterpart to the variable declaratien part is the location
declaratien part. Alocation declaration declares ene or mere names to be
an access to alocation. There are three types of declaratiens:
•

Location declaration

•

Loc-identity declaration

•

Based declaration

The BNF notatien for the declaration statement is:
<declaration statement> ::=
DeL <declaration> {,<declaration>}H;
<declaration> ::=
<location declaration>
<loc-identity declaration>
<based declaration>

Alocation declaration creates as many location as specified in the name
list. In centrast to Pascal, locations can be initialised at the mement
they are declared (created). There are twe
different
kinds of
initialisatien,
reach-bound
initialisatien
and
lifetime-beund
initialisation. With the reach-bound initialisation the value
is
evaluated every time the reach in which the declaratien is placed is
entered and the value is assigned to the lecatien(s). With the
lifetime-beund initialisation the value (a constant value) is assigned te
the locatien(s) enly once at the beginning of the lifetime ef the
location(s). The BNF notation for lecation declarations is:
<location declaration> ::=
<name list> <mode> [STATIe} [<initialisation>}
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<initialisation> ::=
<reach-bound initialisation>
I <lifetime-bound initialisation>
<reach-bound initialisation> ::=
<assignment symbol> <value> [<handIer>]
<lifetime-bound initialisation> ::=
INIT <assignment symbol> <constant value>

A loc-identity declaration creates as many accesses to the specified
static mode location as there are names in the name list. If the static
mode location is evaluated dynamically. this evaluation is done each time
that the reach in which the loc-identity declaration is placed, is
entered.
The BNF notation for loc-identity declarations is:
<loc-identity declaration> ::=
<name list> <mode> LOC <assignment symbol>
<statie mode location> [<handIer>]

A based declaration specifies as many accesses as there are names in the
name list. Names declared in a based declaration serve as an alternative
way of accessing alocation by dereferencing a reference value. This
dereferencing operation is made each time and only when an access is made
via a declared based name.
The BNF notation for based declarations is:
<based declaration> ::=
<name list> <mode> BA5ED
[«bound or free reference location name»]

For completeness the BNF notation for CHILL locations follows:
<location> ::=
<statie mode location>
I <dynamic mode location>
<statie mode location> ::=
<access name>
<dereferenced bound reference>
<dereferenced free reference>
<string element>
<sub string>
<array element>
<sub-array>
<structure field>
<location procedure call>
<location built-in routine call>
<location conversion>
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<dynamic mode location> ::=
<string slice>
<array slice>
<dereferenced rou>
<access name> ::=
<location name>
<loc-identity name>
<based name>
<location enumeration name>
<location do-uith name>
<dereferenced bound reference> ::=
<bound reference expression> -> [<mode name>]
<dereferenced free reference> ::=
<free reference expression> -> <mode name>
<string element> ::=
<string location> ( <position> )
<substring> ::=
<string location> ( <left element> : <right element> )
I <string location> ( <position> UP <string length> )
<left element> ::=
<integer literal expression>
<right element> ::=
<integer literal expression>
<position> ::=
<integer expression>
<array element> ::=
<array location> ( <expression list> )
<expression list> ::=
<expression> (, <expression>}H
<sub-array> ::=
<array location>( <louer element> : <upper element> )
<array location>
( <integer expression> UP <array length> )
<louer element> ::=
<literal expression>
<upper element> ::=
<literal expression>

28
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<array length> ::=
<integer literal expression>
<structure field> ::=
<structure location> . <field name>
<location procedure call> ::=
<location procedure call>
<location built-in routine call> ::=
<implementation location built-in routine call>
<location conversion> ::=
<mode name>( <statie mode location> )
<string slice> ::=
<string location>( <start>

<end> )

<start> ::=
<integer expression>
<end> ::=
<integer expression>
<array slice> ::=
<array location>( <first>

<last> )

<first> ::=
<expression>
<last> ::=
<expression>
<dereferenced rou> ::=
<~ expression> ->

2.5.3

DIFFERENCE5

•

Pascal does not support str;n9 elements or substr;n9s as a consequence
of not support;n9 strin9 types.

•

Pascal, though supportin9 array types, does not support sub-arrays.

•

Pascal does not support dereferenced free references as a consequence
of not supportin9 free pointer types.

•

Pascal does not support a feature similar te 'location procedure call'
or to 'location built-in routine call'.
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•

Pascal does not support a feature of the 'locat;on convers;on' type.

•

Because there are no dynam;c types ;n Pascal, no dynam;c var;ables are
supported by the language.

•

CHILL does not support 'f;le var;ables' as
support;ng f;les.

•

Pascal does not support ;n;t;al;sat;on of var;ables.

2.6

P~OCEDU~E

AND FUNCTION

DECLA~ATION

a

consequence

of

not

PA~T

As already ment;oned, a procedure Cfunct;on) has the same form as a
program except that ;t ;s ;ntroduced by a procedure Cfunct;on) head;ng
;nstead of a program head;ng.

2.6.1

PASCAL

P~OCEDU~ES

AND FUNCTIONS

The BNF notat;on for the procedure and funct;on declarat;on part ;s the
fol!ow;ng:
<procedure and function declaration part> ::=
{ <procedure or function declaration>i }
<procedure or function declaration>
<procedure declaration>
I<function declaration>

.. -

<procedure declaration> ::=
<procedure headinq><block>
<procedure headinq> ::=
P~OCEDU~E <identifier> i
P~OCEDU~E <identifier>
( <formal parameter section>
{ i <formal parameter section> } ) i
<formal parameter section> ::=
<parameter qroup>
I VA~ <parameter qroup>
I FUNCTION <parameter qroup>
I P~OCEDU~E <identifier> {,<identifier>}N
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<type identifier>

<funetion deelaration> ::=
<funetion heading> <bloek>
<funetion heading> ::=
FUNCTION <identifier> : <result type>;
FUNCTION <identifier>
( <formal parameter seetion>
( ; <formal parameter seetion> }H )
<result type>;
<result type> ::= <type identifier>

The fo~mal pa~amete~ section lists the name of each fo~mal pa~amete~
followed by its type. The p~ocedu~e heading is followed by the decla~ation
and definition pa~ts which int~oduce all the objects local to the
p~ocedu~e; the p~ocedu~e block is then
the scope of these objects.
Pa~amete~s p~ovide a substitution mechanism that allows ~ecu~sion with a
va~iation of p~ocedu~e a~guments. The~e is a positional
co~~espondence
between the fo~mal pa~amete~s decla~ed in the p~ocedu~e heading and the
actual pa~amete~s listed in the p~ocedu~e statement (statement tnat calls
fo~ the activation of a p~ocedu~e).
In Pascal

value pa~amete~s,
and function pa~am2te~s.
Uithin a va~iable pa~amete~ the actual pa~amete~ must be a va~iable. Any
ope~ation involving the formal pa~amete~ is then pe~fo~med upon the actual
pa~amete~. Uheneve~ the pa~amete~ ~ep~esents a ~esult of the p~ocedu~e, it
must be specified as a va~iable pa~amete~. In the value pa~amete~ case the
actual pa~amete~ must be an exp~ession (of which a va~iable is a
pa~ticula~ case). In this case
the fo~mal pa~amete~ ~ep~esents alocal
va~iable to the p~ocedu~e and no ope~ation on the fo~mal pa~amete~ will
affect the value of the actual pa~amete~. A value pa~amete~ can neve~
~ep~esent the ~esult of a p~ocedu~e. P~ocedu~e and function
pa~amete~s
pass a ~efe~ence to the static allocated code of the actual p~ocedu~e. The
occu~~ence of a fo~mal p~ocedu~al pa~amete~ du~;ng the activation of the
p~ocedu~e which contains such a pa~amete~, will ~esult into the activation
of the p~ocedu~e denoted by the co~~esponding actual pa~amete~.
the~e a~e

va~iable pa~amete~s,

fou~

basic types of

p~ocedu~e

pa~amete~s,

pa~amete~s,

Functions a~e slightily diffe~ent than p~ocedu~es in the sense that they
compute a single scala~ o~ pointe~ value to be used within an exp~ession.
p~ocedu~es cannot be used within exp~essions (exp~ession is a
~ule
to
compute values. See exp~ession). A function is activated by means of a
function designato~; it consists of the identifie~ designating the
function and a list of the actual pa~amete~s. The pa~amete~s a~e
va~iables, exp~essions, p~ocedu~es and functions. Host impo~tant is that
within the function body the~e must be a statement assigning a value to
the function identifie~; this assignment '~etu~ns' the ~esult of the
function.
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TO use procedures or functions as formal parameters the identifiers
designating them have to be preceded by
PROCEDURE
or FUNCTION
respectively.
If a procedure (function) calls a procedure (function) that has not yet
been declared, the called procedure (function) has to be 'pre-announced'
by means of a forward declaration; see example.
Example:

PROCEDURE Q(x: T); FORUARD;
PROCEDURE P(y: T);

END;
PROCEDURE Q;

PARAMETERS ARE
NOT REPEATED */

/*

END;

In every implementation of Pascal there is a set of predeclared standard
procedures and functions. (See appendix D).
Some remarks on procedures (functions) :
•

Procedures (functions) which are used as parameters
procedures or functions must have value parameters only.

•

A component of a packed structure (record, array, set, file) must not
appear as an actual variable parameter.

•

File parameters must be specified as variable parameters.

•

In Pascal procedures (functions) may be recursive

2.6.2

to

other

CHILL PROCEDURE DEFINITIONS

The CHILL counterpart is the procedure definition statement.
notation for CHILL procedure definition statements is:
<procedure definition statement> ::=
<name> : <procedure definition>
[<handIer>] [procedure name>];

The

BNF
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<procedure definition> ::=
PROC ([<formal parameter list>]) [<result spec>]
[EXCEPTIONS«exception list»] <procedure attributes>;
<proc body> END
<formal parameter list> ::=
<formal parameter> {,<formal parameter>}H
<formal parameter> ::=
<name list> <parameter spec>
<procedure attributes> ::=
[<qenerality>] [RECURSIVE]
<qenerality> ::=
GENERAL
SIHPLE
INLINE
<entry statement> ::=
<name> : <entry definition>;
<entry definition> ::=
ENTRY

CHILL allows different degrees of complexity of procedures. There are
three main degrees of complexity, simple procedures, general procedures
and inline procedures. Simple procedures are procedures that cannot be
manipulated dynamically; they cannot be treated as values i.e. they cannot
be stored in a procedure location, nor can they be passed as parameters to
or returned as result from a procedure call. General procedures do not
have those restrictions and may be treated as procedures values. Inline
procedures have the same restrictions as the simple procedures and they
cannot be recursive. The compiler will insert the generated object code at
the point of invocation rather than generating code to call the procedure.
They are a sort of macro.
In CHILL there are two basic parameter passing mechanisms, pass by value
and pass by location. In pass by value, a value is passed as a parameter to
the procedure and stored in local location of the specified parameter
mode. In pass by location, a location is passed as a param~ter to the
procedure body. The parameter passing mechanism may ba specified by means
of the parameter attributes IN, INOUT, and LOC. IN specifies that the
parameter is to be passed by value; IN is assumed by default. If the
attribute INOUT is specified, the actual parameter value is obtained from
alocation and just before returning the current value of the formal
parameter is resto red into the actual location. LOC specifies that is a
pass by location; neither dynamic locations nor non-refarable locations
can be passed in this way. A procedure, as already mentioned, may return a
value, a location, or deliver no result. there are three ways of returning
from a procedure, by means of aresult action, by means of a return
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action. or by reaching the end of the procedure definition. If a procedure
with aresult specification returns without having executed aresult
action, the procedure returns an undefined value or an undefined location.
CHILL allows for a register specification in a procedure definition; it
means that the actual value (in the case of pass by value) or the (hidden)
po inter to the actua 1 locat i on (i n the case of pass by locat i on) is
contained in the specified register.
In CHILL recursiveness may be explicitily specifiedi if RECURSIVE is not
specified the recursiveness attribute is implementation defined. The same
remark applies to the procedure attributes GENERAL and INLINE.

2.6.3

DIFFERENCES

The main differences are:
•

In Pascal a procedural (functionall parameter does not have
fully specifiedi in CHILL this is not the case.

•

Pascal does not support either inline or simple procedures.

•

In Pascal recursiveness cannot be explicitily specified.

•

Pascal functions can only return scalar values or pointers but not
procedure values.

•

In CHILL there are not predeclared standard
procedures NEU. DISPOSE. etc. in Pascal.

2.7

procedures

to

like

be

the

STATEHENT PART

2.7.1

EXPRESSIONS

2.7.1.1

Pascal expressions

General.
An expression denotes a value unless a variable
denoted by a
variable-access contained by the expression is undefined at the time of
its use, in which case the use of it is an error. The use of a
variable-access as a factor denotes the value, if any. attributed to the
variable accessed thereby. Operator precedences are according to four
classes of operators as follows. The NOT operator has the highest
precedence followed by the multiplying operators, then the adding
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operators and signs and finally, with the lowest precedence, the
relational operators. Sequences of two or more operators of the same
precedence are left associative.
<unsiqned-constant> ::= <unsiqned-number>
I<character-strinq>
I<constant-identifier>

IHIL.
<factor> ::- <variable-access>
/<unsiqned-constant>
I<function-desiqnator>
I<set-constructor>
I«expression»
IHOr <factor>.
<set-constructor> ::=
"l"l<member-desiqnator>{,<member-desiqnator>}Hl"l"
<member-desiqnator> ::= <expression> l .. <expression>l.
<term> ::=<factor> {<multiplyinq-operator><factor>}H
<simple-expression> ::= l<siqn>l <term> {<addinq-operator><term>}H.
<expression> ::=
<simple-expression> l<relational-operator><simple-expression>l

Any factor whose type is S, where S is a subrange of T, shall be treated as
of type T. Similarly any factor whose type is set of S shall be treated as
of the unpacked canonical set-of-T type and any factor whose type is
packed set of S shall be treated as of the canonical packed sct-of-T type.
consequently an expression that consists of a single factor of type S
shall itself be of type Tand an expression that consists of a single
factor of type set of S shall itself be of type set of T, and an expression
that consists of a single factor of type packed set of S shall itself be of
,type packed set of T.
Within set-constructors the type T of every expression of
member-designator of the set constructor shall be an ordinal type.

each

Hote. The member designator x •• y denotes no member if the value of x is
greater than the value of y.
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operators.

*

<multiplyinq-operator> ::=
<addinq-operator> ::= + I -

I / I DIV I HOD lAND.
OR.

<relational-operator> ::= = I <> I < I > I <= I >= I IN .

A factor, or a term, or a
operand.

simple-expression

shall

be

designated an

al Arithmetic operators.
The types of operands and results for dyadic and monadic operations are
shown in the fo1lowing tables.
TABLE 1. Dyadic arithmetic operations

+---------+-----------+-----------------+---------------+
'operator I operation I operands-type
I result-type I
+---------+-----------+-----------------+---------------+
,
I
I
I
I

,+
,

I addition
I

I
I

integer-type
or real-type.

I
I

,
,

I substract.'
I
,

i nteger-type
or real-type

I
I

,

"
, multipHc.'
,
I

integer-type
or real-type

I
I
I

+---------+-----------+-----------------+
,
I
I
I
+---------+-----------+-----------------+
,~

I

I
integer-type I
if both ope- ,
rands are of I
integer-type'
otherwise
,
real-type.
I
I
I
I

+---------+-----------+-----------------+---------------+
,
I
I
,
,
,/
,

'division
t

I
I

integer-type
or real-type

'real-type.
I

I
I

+---------+-----------+-----------------+---------------+
I
' I
,
,
'DIV
,

I truncated I
'division I

integer-type

I
,

integer-type I
I

+---------+-----------+-----------------+---------------+
,
I
I
I
,
'HDD
,

'modulo
"

I

integer-type

I
I

integer-type'
I

+---------+-----------+-----------------+---------------+
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Honadic arithmetic operations

+---------+-----------+-----------------+---------------+
I operator I operation I operands-type
I result-type
I
+---------+-----------+-----------------+---------------+
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

+

I

identity

I

integer-type
real-type

I

I

I integer-type
I real-type

I

I

+---------+-----------+-----------------+---------------+
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

sign-inv.

integer-type
real-type

I
I

I
I

integer-type
real-type

I
I

+---------+-----------+-----------------+---------------+
A term of the form x/y is in error if y is zero, otherwise the value of x/y
is the result of dividing x by y.
A term of the form i div j is in error if j is zero, otherwise the value of
i div j is such that abs(i) - abs(j) < abs((i div j) _ jl <= abs(il where
the value is zero if abs(il < abs(j), otherwise the sign of the value is
positive if i and j have the same sign, and negative if i and j have
different signs.
A term of the form
mod j is in error if j is zero or negative, otherwise
the value of i mod j is that value of (i-(k_jll for integral k such that 0
<= i mod j< j.
bl Boolean operators
operands and results for boolean operations are of boolean-type. Boolean
operators OR, AND and NOT denote respectively the logical operations of
disjunction, conjunction and negation.
<boolean expression> ::= <expression>.

A boolean expression
boolean-type.

is

an

expression

that

denotes

a

value

of
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c) Set operators
The types of operands and results for set operations are shown in
following table.

the

+---------+-----------+-----------------+---------------+
I operatori operation I type of operandsl result type
I
+---------+-----------+-----------------+---------------+
I
I
,

+

' I
I set un i on ,
I
I

A canonical

+---------+-----------+
,
I
I
,
,

Iset d i Her. I
I
I

set-of-T

+---------+-----------+
,
'type
~

I

Iset inters.'

I
I
I Same
I
I
' a s the
I
I
I operands
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

+---------+-----------+-----------------+---------------+
d) Relational operators

The types of operands and results for relational operations are shown in
the following table •.

+---------+-----------------------------+---------------+
I operator'
type of operands
I result-type
I
+---------+-----------------------------+---------------+
I any simple,
I
=

<>

I

I pointer or string-type
I or a canonical
I set-of-T type

Soolean
type
I

I
I
I

+---------+-----------------------------+---------------+
I
I any simple
I
I
, <

I or
I string-type

,>
"

I
I
I

Soolean
type

I
I
I

+---------+-----------------------------+---------------+
,
I any simple
I
I
, or string-type

, <=

I
,
I

>=

I or canonical
I set-of-T type
I

I Soolean
I
I
type
,
,
I
' I

any ordinal type T
I
I right operand:
, a canonical set-of-T type
I

I
I
I
I

+---------+-----------------------------+---------------+
I left operand:
I
I
IN

I

Soolean
type

,
,
I
I

+---------+-----------------------------+---------------+

The operands of =, <>, <, >, >=, and <= are either of compatible types, the
same canonical set-of-T type, or one operand is of real-type and the other
is of integer-type.
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The operators =, <>, <, > stand for 'equal to',
than' and ' greater than' respectively.

'not equal to', 'less

Except when applied to sets, the operators <= and >= stand for 'less than
or equal to' and 'greater than or equal to' respectively.
Where u and v denote simple-expressions of a set-type, u <= v denotes the
inclusion of u in v and u >= v denotes the inclusion of v in u.
For boolean operands p=q denotes their equivalence and p <= q means
implies q.

p

When the relational operators =, <>, <, >, <=, >= are used to compare
operands of compatible string types, they denote lexicographic relations
defined below. Lexicographic ordering imposes a total ordering on values
of a string-type. If sl and s2 are two values of compatible string-types
then,
sl = s2 iff for all i in [l •• n] : sl[i] = s2[i]
sl <s2 iff there exists a p in [l •• n] :
(for all i in [l •• p-l]: sl[i]

=s2[i])

and sl[p] < s2[p]

The operator IN shall yield the value TRUE if the value of the operand of
ordinal-type is a member of the value of the set-type, otherwise it shall
yield the value FALSE.
A function-designator shall yield the value of the function denoted by the
function identifier of the function designator. The function designator
shall specify the activation of the function. If the function has any
formal parameters the function-designator shall contain a list of
actual-parameters that shall be bound to their corresponding formal
parameters defined in the function declaration. The correspondence shall
be established by position; the number of actual-parameters shall be equal
to the number of formal parameters. The types of the actual-parameters
shall correspond to the types of the formal parameters. The order of
evaluation, accessing and binding of the actual-parameters shall be
implementation-dependent.
<function-designator> ::=
<function-identifier>[<actual-parameter list>]
<actual-parameter list> ::=
( <actual-parameter> {,<actual-parameter>} ).
<actual-parameter>' ::= <expression>
I<variable-access>
I<procedure-identifier>
I<function-identifier>.
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CHILL expressions

AS in Pascal, CHILL values are yielded as expression results. An
expression is used to compute a valU2. It consists of a list of operands
connected by operators. operators are dyadic or monadic. A dyadic operator
takes two operands, one to the left and one to the right. A monadic
operator takes one operand to the right only. An operand is a value, a
location, the result of a monadic operation , callof a built-in routine,
or an expression enclosed in parentheses. A built-in routine call consists
of the routine name followed by a list of expressions enclosed in
parentheses. The general form of an expression is:
<expression> ::=
<operand-I>
<sub expression> { OR I XOR } <operand-I>
<sub expression> ::=
<expression>
<operand-I> ::=
<operand-2>
<sub operand-I> AND <operand-2>
<sub operand-I> ::=
<operand-I>
<operand-2> ::=
<operand-3>
<sub operand-2> <operator-3> <operand-3>
<sub operand-2> ::=
<operand-2>
<operator-3> ::=
<reIational operator>
<membership operator>
<pouerset inclusion operator>
<reIational operator> ::=
= I /= I > I >= I < I <=
<membership operator> ::=

IN
<powerset inclusion operator> ::=
<= I >= I < I >
<operand-3> ::=
<operand-~>

I <sub operand-3>

<operator-~> <operand-~>
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<sub operand-3> ::=
<operand-3>

::=
<arithmetic additive operator>
<string concatenation operator>
<pouerset difference operator>

<operator-~>

<arithmetic additive operator> ::=
+ I <string concatenation operator> ::=
//

<pouerset difference operator>

.. --

::=
<operand-5>
<sub operand-~>
<arithmetic multiplicative operator> <operand-5>

<operand-~>

<sub

operand-~>

::=

<operand-~>

<arithmetic multiplicative operator> ::=

*

I / I

HOD

I

REH

The order of evaluation of the constituents of an expression and their
sub-constituents etc. is undefined and they may be considered as being
evaluated in mixed order.
Operators.
Operators serve to connect operands within expressions.
ene may
distinguish two types of operators, monadic and dyadic. There are five
main types of dyadic operators, namely: Boolean operators, relational
operators, arithmetic operators,
powerset
operators,
and string
operators. These operators, the operation they perform, the mode of the
operands and the result mode, will be given in the following tables.
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al Logical operators.

+----------+-----------+----------------+---------------+
I operator I operation I operands-mode
I result mode
I
+----------+-----------+----------------+---------------+
I
I
I
powerset
I powerset
I
AND

I
I

I
I

product

I
I

boolean
bit string

I
I

boolean
bit string

I
I

boolean
bit string

I
I

boolnn
bit string

I
I

+----------+-----------+----------------+---------------+
I
I
I
powerset
I powerset
I
OR

I
I

I
I

uni on

I
I

+----------+-----------+----------------+---------------+
I
I exclusive I
powerset
I powerset
I
XOR

I
I

I
I

or

I
I

boolean
bit string

I
I

boolean
bH string

I
I

+----------+-----------+----------------+---------------+
The classes of both operands must be compatible (see compatibility rules)
and they must both have a powerset, boolean, or bit string root mode.
If the operands deliver boolean values, AND, OR, XOR are the usual logical
operators delivering boolean values. If the operands are bit string values
AND, OR, XOR denote the usual logical operators on bit strings delivering
a bit string value. If the operands are powerset values, AND denotes the
intersection of both powerset values, OR denotes the union of both
powerset values, and XOR denotes the powerset value consisting of those
member values which are only in in one of the specified powerset values,
that is A XOR B = A-B OR B-A.
bl Relational operators

+----------+----------------+------------------+
I operator I operands-mode I result mode
I
+----------+----------------+------------------+
I
=
I
any
I
I

I

+----------+
I
I

I
I

/=

given
mode

I
I
I
I

+----------+----------------+
I
I

>

I

I
I

>=

I

+----------+
<

I

<=

any discrete

I
I
I

or
string mode

Boolean

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

+----------+----------------+------------------+
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The equality (=) and inequality (/=) ope~ators are defined between all
values of a given mode. The other relational ope~ators are defined betwean
values of a given discrete or string mode. All ~elational operators
deliver a boolean value as result.
The operators =, /=, >, >=, <, <= stand for 'equal to', 'not equal to',
greater than', greater than or equal to', 'less than', and 'lesss than or
equal to' respectively.
The following compatibility requirements between the
operands must be fulfilled:

classes

of

both

•

If the operator is = or

•

If the operator is other than = or /=, both classes must be compatible
and must have a discrete or string root mode.

/=

both classes must be compatible.

c) Arithmetic operators.

+----------+-----------+----------------+---------------+
I operator , operation I operands-mode I result mode
I
+----------+-----------+------------~---+---------------+

I
I
I

+

I
I
I

I
addition I
I

+----------+-----------+
I
I
,
I
I

Isubtraction'
I
I

+----------+-----------+
I
,
,
I
I

~

'product
I

I
I

+----------+-----------+
I
I '
I
I

/

I division
,

HDD

'modulo
,

REM

of

mode

integer

I
I

+----------+-----------+
I
I
,
,
I
I

Integer

I
I

+----------+-----------+
,
I
I
I
I

Both operands

mode

I division I
I remainder ,
I
,

+----------+-----------+----------------+---------------+
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•

If the operator is an arithmetic additive operator, both operands
deliver integer values, and the resulting integer value is the sum (+)
or the difference (-) of the two values.

•

If an arithmetic multiplicative operandator is specified, the left
operand and the right operand deliver integer values and the resulting
integer value is either the product (*l, the quotient (/), modulo
(HOD) or division remainder (REH) of both values.

•

The modulo operation is defined such that I mod J delivers the uni9ue
integer value K, 0 <= K < J such that there is an integer value N such
that I = N*J + K. J must be greater than zero (0).

•

The remainder operation is defined such X REH Y
TRUE for all integer values X and Y.

•

The classes of both operands must be compatible and they must both
have an integer root mode. OVERFLOW exception may occur if the
operation gives rise to a value which is not within the bounds
specified by the root mode of the class of the involved operand, or
the operation is performed on operand values for which the operator is
mathematically not defined e.g. division by zero.

= X-(X/Y)*Y

yields

d) Set operators.

+----------+-----------+----------------+---------------+
I operator I operation I operands-mode I result mode
I
+----------+-----------+----------------+---------------+
<=, <
I
I
I
I
I >=, >

I inclusion I powerset mode
I testing
I

I
I

I differen. I powerset mode
I
I

I
I

I membershipl left operand:
I testing
I discrete mode
I
I right operand:
I
I powerset mode

I
I
I
I

Boolean

I
I

+----------+-----------+----------------+---------------+
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Powerset

I
I

+----------+-----------+----------------+---------------+
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

IN

Boolean
I

+----------+-----------+----------------+---------------+
•

The membership operator is defined between a member value and a
powerset value. The operator delivers TRUE if the member value is in
the specified powerset value, otherwise FAL5E. The class of the righ~
operand must have a powerset root mode, and the class of the left
operand must be compatible with the member mode of that root mode.
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•

The powerset inclus;on operators are defined between powerset values.
testing whether a set value is contained in «=). is properly
contained in «). contains (>=) or properly contains (» the other set
value. The powerset inclusion operation delivers a boolean value as
result. The classes of both operands must be compatible and have a
powerset root mode.

•

If the operator is the powerset difference operator. both operands
deliver powerset values and the resulting value is the pouerset value
consisting of those member values which are in the value delivered by
the left operand and not in the value delivered by the right operand.
The classes of both operands must be compatible and both must have a
powerset root mode.
e) String operators

+----------+-----------+----------------+---------------+
I operator I operation I operands-mode
I result mode
I
+----------+-----------+----------------+---------------+
I concate
I bit or
I bit or
I
//
I

I
I

nation

I
I

character
string

I
I

character
string

I
I

+----------+-----------+----------------+---------------+
•

If the operator is a string concatenation operator. both operands
deliver either bit string values or character string values; the
resulting value consists of the concatenation of these values. The
root modes of the classes of both operands must be bit string modes or
character string modes.

Nothing has yet been said about monadic operators;
paragraphs describe them and their BNF notation.
<operand-5> ::=
l<monadic operator>] <operand-6>
<monadic operator> ::=

- I NOT
I <string repetition operator>
<string repetition operator> ::=
«integer literal expression»
<operand-6> ::=
<primitive value>
I <parenthesised expression>

the following
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<parenthesised expression> ::=
«expression»

If the monad;c operator ;5 the change-s;gn operator (-l. the operand-6
del;vers an ;nteger value and the result;ng ;nteger value ;5 the prev;ous
;nteger value w;th ;ts s;gn changed. The class of operand-6 must have an
integer root mode. OVERFLOW except;on may occur if the change-sign
operat;on g;ves rise to a value wh;ch ;5 not ;n the set of values
spec;f;ed by the root mode.
If the monad;c operator is NOT,the aperand-6 delivers e;ther a boolean
value, a bit str;ng value. or a powerset value. In the f;rst twa cases the
log;cal negation of the boolean or b;t str;ng value ;5 del;vered. ;n the
latter case the set complement value, ;.e. the set of those member values
which are not ;n the operand powerset value. The class of operand-6 must
have a boolean, bit str;ng. or powerset root mode.
If the monad;c operator ;5 the str;ng repet;t;on operator, the operand-6
;5 a character string literal or a bit string literal. If the integer
literal expression del;vers O. the result ;5 the empty str;ng value.
otherwise the string value formed by concatenat;ng the str;ng w;th itself
as many t;mes as ;nd;cated by the value del;vered by the l;teral
express;on m;nus 1. The integer literal expression must del;ver a
non-negat;ve ;nteger value.
An operand-6 is e;ther a pr;m;t;ve value or a parenthes;sed express;on.
The BNF notat;on for pr;m;t;ves values and their semant;cs foll ows:
<primitive value> ::=
<location contents>
<value name>
<literal>
<tuple>
<value strinq element>
<value substring>
<value string slice>
<value array element>
<value sub-array>
<value array slice>
<value structure field>
<referenced location>
<expression conversion>
<value procedure call>
<value built-in routine call>
<start expression>
<receive expression>
<zero-adie operator>
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Alocation contents delive~s the value contained in the specified location
The location is accessed to obtain the sto~ed value.
<location contents> ::=
<location>

A value name

delive~s

a value. A value name is one of the following:

a svnonym name, a name defined in a synonym definition statement;
a loop counter in value

enume~ation;

a value do-with name, a field name
the do action with a with part;
a value

~eceive

name, a name

int~oduced

int~oduced

as a value name in

in a receive case action

<value name> ::=
<svnonvm name>
<value enumeration name>
<yalue do-with name>
<value receive name>

A

a constant value which is known at compile time. An
an intege~ value.
Decimal,
octal,
and
hexadecimal notation is p~ovided. The use of the unde~sco~e symbol C_J is
not significant. A boolean lite~al delive~s a boolean value. A set lite~al
delive~s a set value; a set value is a name defined in a set mode. The
empt i ness 1i te~a 1 del i ve~s e i the~ the empty ~efe~ence va lue, the empty
p~ocedu~e value, o~ the empty instance
value Cvalue which does not
identify a p~ocess). A p~ocedu~e lite~al delive~s a gene~al p~ocedu~e
value; a p~ocedu~e lite~al is a name defined in a p~ocedu~e definition o~
ent~y definition. A cha~acte~ lite~al delive~s a cha~acte~ st~ing value,
which may be of length ze~o. A bit st~ing lite~al delive~s a bit st~ing
value which may be of length ze~o. Bina~y, octal, o~ hexadecimal notation
may be used. The unde~line cha~acte~C J is non-significant.
lite~al

intege~

delive~s

lite~al

delive~s

<1iteral> ::=
<inteqer literal>
<boolean literal>
<set literal>
<emptiness literal>
<procedure literal>
<character strinq literal>
<bit st r i nq 1 i te ra 1>
<inteqer literal> ::=
<decimal inteqer literal>
<binary inteqer literal>
<octal inteqer literal>
<hexadecimal inteqer literal>
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<decimal integer literal> ::=
[D'] {<di CJ i t> I _J #
<binary integer literal> ::=
8' {a

I

1

I _J #

<octal integer literal> ::=
0' {a

I

1

I 2 I 3 I

~

I 5 I 6 I 7 I _J #

<hexadecimal integer literal> ::=
H' {<hexadecimal digit> I _J#
<digit> ::=

a l l 121 3 I

~

1 5 I 6 I 718 1 9

<hexadecimal digit>'::=
<digit> I A I 8 I CiD I ElF
<boolean literal> ::=

FAL5E I TRUE
<set literal> ::=
<set element name>
<emptineS5 literal> ::=

HULL
<procedure literal> ::=
<general procedure name>
<character string literal> ::=
, {<non-apostrophe character> I <apostrophe>JH'
I C' {<hexadecimal digit> <hexadecimal digit>JH'
<character> ::=
<letter>
<di git>
<symbol>
<space>
<letter> ::=

A I 8 I CiD lEF
I HI 0 I P I Q I R S

G
T

H
U

I
V

J

U

<symbol> ::=

_1'1(1)1*1+1,1-1.1/1
<space> ::=
SP

<apostrophe> ::=

,,

K
X

L
Y

H
Z
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<bit stdng lHeral> ::=
<binary bit string literal>
<actal bit string literal>
<hexadecimal bit string literal>
<binary bit string literal> ::=
8' { 0

I 1 I _} H'

<actal bit string literal> ::=
0' {O I 1 I 2 I 3 I ~ I 5 I 6 I 7 I _}H'
<hexadecimal bit string literal> ::=
H' {<hexadecimal digit> I _ }H'

A tuple delive~s eithe~ a powe~set value, an a~~ay value o~ a st~uctu~e
value. If it is a powe~set value, it consists of a Hst of exp~essions
and/o~ ~anges denotin9 those membe~ values which a~e
in the powe~set
value. The powe~set tuple may denote the empty powe~set value.
If it is an a~~ay value, it is a (possibly labelledJ list of values fo~ the
elements of the a~~ay; in the unlabelled a~~ay tuple, the values a~e 9iven
fo~ the elements of the a~~ay in inc~easin9 o~de~ of thei~ index; in the
labelled a~~ay tuple, the values a~e 9iven fo~ the elements whose indices
a~e specified in the case -label list labellin9 the value.
If it is a st~uctu~e value, it is a (possibly labelledJ set of va lues fo~
the fields of the st~uctu~e. In the unlabelled st~uctu~e tuple, the values
a~e 9iven fo~ the fields in the same o~de~ as they a~e specified in the
attached st~uctu~e mode. In the label led st~uctu~e tuple, the values a~e
9iven fo~ the fields whose names a~e specified in the field name list fo~
the value.
<tuple> ::=
[<made name>] (:
{<pauerset tuple> I <array tuple> I <structure tuple>}
:)

<pauerset tuple> ::=
[{<expressian> I <range>}
{, {<expressian> I <range>}}H]
<range> ::=
<expressian>

<expressian>

<array tuple> ::=
<unIabelled array tuple>
I <labelled array tuple>
<unIabelled array tuple> ::=
<value> {,<value>}H
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<labelled array tuple> ::=
<case label Ijst> : <value>
{, <case label Ijst> : <value>}H
<structure tuple> ::=
<unIabelled structure tuple>
I <labelled structure tuple>
<unIabelled structure tuple> ::=
<value> {,<value>}H
<labelled structure tuple> ::=
<fjeld name Ijst> : <value>
{, <fjeld name Ijst> : <value>}H
<fjeld name Ijst> ::=
.<fjeld name> {,

.<fjeld name>}H

A value strjng element is derived syntax for a value substring of length
1. A value substring delivers a string value which is a sub-value of the
specified string value. A value string slice delivers a dynamic string
value which is a sub-value of the specified string value.
<value string element> ::=
<strjng expression>( <posjtion> )
<value substring> ::=
<string expressjon>«left element> : <right element»
I <strjng expression>«position> UP <string length»
<value string slice> ::=
<string expression>( <start> : <end> )

A value array element delivers a value which is an element of the
specified array value. A value sub-array delivers a (sub) array value
which is part of the specified array value. The lower bound of the value
sub-array is equal to the lower bound of the specified array value; the
upper bound is determined from the specified (index) expressions. A value
array slice delivers a dynamic array value, which is a sub-value of the
specified array value.
<value array element> ::=
<arrayexpression> «expression list»
<value sub-array> ::=
<arrayexpression>
( <lower element> : <upper element> )
<arrayexpression>
( <integer expression> UP <array length> )
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<value array slice> ::=
<arrayexpression> «first> : <last»

A value structure f;eld del;vers a value wh;ch ;s a f;eld of the spec;f;ed
structure value. If the structure expression has a tag-less var;ant
structure mode and the field name ;s a var;ant f;eld name, the semant;cs
are ;mplementat;on def;ned.
<value structure field> ::=
<structure expression> . <field name>

A referenced locat;on del;vers a reference to the spec;f;ed locat;on ;f
that locat;on ;s referable.
<referenced location> ::=
-> <location>

An express;on convers;on overr;des the CHILL
mode check;ng
compat;b;l;ty rules. It expl;c;tly attaches a mode to the express;on.

and

<expression conversion> ::=
<mode name> «expression»

A value procedure call del;vers the value returned from a procedure.
<value procedure call> ::=
<value procedure call>

A value bu;lt-;n rout;ne call ;s e;ther an ;mplementat;on def;ned bu;lt-;n
rout;ne callor a CHILL def;ned bu;lt-;n rout;ne call del;ver;ng a value.
A CHILL value bu;lt-;n rout;ne call ;s an ;nvocat;on of one of the CHILL
def;ned bu;lt-;n rout;nes wh;ch del;vers a value. For a deta;led semant;cs
of the CHILL def;ned bu;lt-;n rout;nes see CCITT recommendat;on Z.200.
<value built-in routine call> ::=
<implementation value built-in routine call>
I <CHILL value built-in routine call>
<CHILL value built-in routine call> ::=
NUH( <discrete expression»
PRED( <discrete expression> )
PRED( <bound reference expression> )
SUCC( <discrete expression> )
SUCC( <bound reference expression> )
ABS( <integer expression> )
ADDR( <location> )
CARD( <powerset expression> )
HAX( <powerset expression> )
HIN( <powerset expression> )
SIZE( {<mode name> I <statie mode location>} )
UPPER( {<arrayexpression> I <string expression>} )
GETSTACK( <getstack argument> )
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<getstaek argument> ;;=
<mode name>
<array mode name>( <expression> }
<strina mode name>( <integer expression> }
<variant strueture mode name>( <expression list> }

The evaluation of the start expression creates and activates a new process
whose definition is indicated by the process name. The start expression
delivers a unique instance value identifying the created process. The
receive expression delivers a value out of the specified buffer or from
any delayed sending process. The zero-adic operator delivers the unique
instance value identifying the process executing it.
<start expression> ;;=
START <proeess name> ([<aetual parameter list>)}
<reeeive expression> ;;=
RECEIVE <buffer loeation>
<zero-adie operator> ;;=
THIS

2.7.1.3

Differences

•

Pascal does not support an exclusive or operator (XOR)

•

In Pascal the AND and OR operators have higher priority
relational operators. In CHILL this is just the opposite.

•

Pascal only knows one type
Pascal are called sets.

•

Pascal does not support an "expression-conversion" feature.

•

Pascal does not support any expression related to concurrency.

•

Pascal does not support a string repetition operator.

•

In seneral CHILL supports a wider variety of primitive values (factors
in Pascal).

2.7.2

than

the

of tuples: the powerset tuples which in

ASSIGNHENT RULES

Because the type of a variable (in Pascal) or the mode of a location (in
CHILL) defines somehow the possible values, yielded by expressions, that
can be stored into that variable (location), some sort of check is
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necessary to detect possible inconsistencies. This check is resumed under
the assignment compatibility rules in Pascal and under the mode-class
compatibility rules in CHILL. To allow for comparisons both Pascal and
CHILL compatibility rules now follow.

2.7.2.1

Pascal assignment-compatibility rules

A value of type T2 is designated assignment-compatible with a type Tl if
any of the following five statements is true.
a.

Tl and T2 are the same type which is neither a file-type nor a
structured-type with a file component (this rule is to be
interpreted recursively).

b.

Tl is the real-type and T2 is the integer-type.

c.

Tl and T2 are compatible ordinal-types and the value of type T2
is in the closed interval specified by Tl.

d.

Tl and T2 are compatible set-types and all the members of the
value of type T2 are in the closed interval specified by
the base-type of Tl.

e.

Tl and T2 are compatible string-types.

At any place where the assignment-compatibility rules are used:
a.

It shall be an error if Tl and T2 are compatible ordinal-types and
the value of type T2 is not in the closed interval specified by
the type Tl.

b.

It shall be an error if Tl and T2 are compatible set-types and
any member of type T2 is not in the closed interval specified by
the base-type of the type Tl.

2.7.2.2

CHILL mode-class compatibility rules

only some of the compatibility rules between a mode and a class
listed. For a more detailed information refer to Rec. Z.200 of
C.C.I.T.T. (CHILL language definition).

are
the

•

Any mode H is compatible with the ALL class;

•

Any mode H is compatible with the NULL class if and only if H is a
reference, procedure, or an instance mode;
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Any mode M is compatible with the N-~efe~ence class if and only if it
is a ~efe~ence mode and one of the following conditions is fulfilled:
N is a static mode and M is a bound
~efe~enced is ~ead-compatible with N;
N is a static mode and M is a

reference

f~ee ~efe~ence

mode

whose

mode;

•

A mode M is compatible with the
a~e simi la~;

•

A mode M is compatible with the N-value class if and only if one of
the following conditions holds:
If M does not have the
v-equivalent;
If M does have the
to M;

2.7.3

N-de~ived

class if and only if Hand N

~efe~encing p~operty,

~efe~encing p~ope~ty,

Hand N must

N must be

be

~est~ictable

STATEHENTS

An essential pa~t in a computer p~ogram is the action pa~t; that is, a
must do something with its data, even if that action is the choice
to do nothing.

p~og~am

2.7.3.1
In Pascal

Pascal statements
the~e a~e

two main types of statements:

•

Simple statements

•

st~uctu~ed

statements

Simple statements can be

fu~the~

divided into the following classes:

•

Assignment statements

•

Procedure statements

•

Goto statements. (Special case)

st~uctu~ed

statements can be split into the following

so~ts:

Pascal to CHILL

•

Compound statements

•

Repet;t;ve statements

•

Cond;t;onal statements

•

WITH statements
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The BNF notat;on as weIl as the semant;cs of both ma;n types of statements
follow:
al S;mple statements
<simple statement> ::=
<assignment statement>
I<procedure statement>
I<goto statement>
I <empty statement>
<empty statement> ::= <empty>
<assignment statement> ::=
<vari~ble> := <expression>
I<function identifier> := <expression>
<procedure statement> ::=
<procedure identifier>
I<procedure identifier> «actual paramenter>
{,<actual parameter>}H)
<procedure identifier> ::= <identifier>
<actual parameter> ::=
<expression>
I<variable>
I<procedure identifier>
I<function identifier>
<goto statement> ::= GOrO <label>

S;mple statements a~e statements of wh;ch no pa~t const;tutes anothe~
statement. The empty statement cons;sts of no symbols, and co~~esponds to
the cho;ce of do;ng noth;ng.
The ass;9nment statement ;s the most fundamental of the statements. It
spec;f;es that a newly computed value be ass;gned to a va~;able. The new
value ;s obta;ned by evaluat;ng an exp~ess;on cons;st;ng of constants
and/o~ va~;able ope~ands, ope~ato~s, and/o~ funct;on
des;9nato~s
(see
exp~ess;on). Ass;gnments a~e poss;ble to va~;ables
of any type; the
va~;able (o~ funct;on) and the exp~ess;on must be of a compat;ble type
(see ass;gnment compat;b;l;ty ~ules).
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to execute the p~ocedu~e denoted by the
It may contain a list of actual pa~amete~s which
substitute the co~~esponding, by position, fo~mal pa~amete~s. Fo~ the
fou~ kind of pa~amete~s, the~e exists a fixed co~espondence between actual
and fo~mal pa~amete~s. In the case of a value pa~amete~ the actual
pa~amete~ must be an exp~ession. In the case of a va~iable pa~amete~ the
actual pa~amete~ must be a va~iable. Components of a packed st~uctu~e must
not appea~ as actual va~iable pa~amete~s.
P~ocedu~e

statements

T~anslato~

se~ve

p~ocedu~e identifie~.

In Pascal goto statements a~e the means to b~eak the o~de~ed sequential
execution of the p~og~am, i.e. to pe~fo~m an unconditional t~ansfe~ of
cont~ol. The place whe~e fu~the~ p~ocessing should continue is 'ma~ked' by
a label matching the label p~esent in the goto statement
Each label must appea~ in a label decla~ation p~io~ to its occu~~ence in
the p~og~am body. The scope of a label decla~ed within a block A is the
enti~e text of block A. That is, one statement in the statement pa~t of
block A maybe p~efixed (ma~ked) with L: (L being a label). Any goto
statements within the whole of block A may ~efe~ence to that statement.
See example:
PROCEDURE

...4 i

L...4BEL 1i

PROCEDURE Bi
L...4BEL Ji
BEGIN
J

(*

block B

*)

any statement

*)

(*

Goro 1i
Goro

BEGIN
1:

(*

Goro

Ji

(*

block ...4 *)

any statement
Ji

(*

*)

Not alloued

*)

Hote: In Pascal the effect of jumping f~om outside of a st~uctu~ed
statement into that statement is not defined and as such it should be
flagged as e~~oneous.
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statements

The compound statement specifies that its component statements be
executed in the same sequence as they a~e w~itten. The symbols BEGIN and
END act as statement b~ackets. The <body> of a p~o9~am has the fo~m of a
compound statement. An impo~tant ~ema~k is that Pascal uses the semi colon
(i) to sepa~ate statements and not to te~minate them i.e. the semi colon
does not be long to the statement (as in PL/I). The BNF notation fo~ the
compound statement is:
<compound statement> ::=
BEGIN <statement> {;<statement>}H END

Repetitive statements specify that ce~tain statements be ~epeatedly
executed. The~e a~e th~ee types of ~epetitive statements. depending upon
whethe~ the numbe~ of ~epetitions is known befo~ehand o~ not.
•

It is known

•

It is not known

befo~e:

FDR STATEMENT

befo~ehand

: WHILE STATEMENT, REPEAT STATEMENT

<repetitive statement> ::=
<while statement>
I<repeat statement>
I<for statement>

The while statement has the

fo~m:

<while statement> ::=
UHILE <expression> DO <statement>

The exp~ession cont~olling the ~epetition must be of boolean type and it
is evaluated befo~e each ite~ation. The statement executed by the while
statement is ~epeated until the exp~ession becomes false. If its value is
false at the beginning, the statement is not executed at all.
The

~epeat

statement has the

fo~m:

<repeat statement> ::=

REPEAT
<statement> {;<statement>}H

UNTIL <expression>

The ~epeat statement is a so~t of while statement. but he~e the sequence
of statements between the REPEAT and UNTIL symbols is evaluated at least
once. Repeated execution is cont~olled by the exp~ession which must be
boolean and which is evaluated afte~ each ite~ation.
The fo~ statement indicates that a statement be ~epeatedly executed while
a p~og~ession of values is assigned to the cont~ol va~iable of the fo~
statement. The gene~al fo~m of a fo~ statement is:
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<for stätement> ::=
FOR <cent rel väriäble> := <for list>
DO <stätelllent>
<for list> ::=
<initiäl välue> TO <finäl välue>
I<initiäl välue> DOUNTO <finäl välue>
<control väriäble> ::= <identifier>
<initiäl välue> ::= <expression>
<finäl välue> ::= <expression>

The control var;able, the initial value, and the final value must be
type-compatible and of a scalar type (reals are excluded); most ;mportant
they must not be altered by the for statement. Upon normal exit from the
for statement the final value of the control variable is left undefined.
A conditional statement selects a single statement of its
statements for execution. Two kinds of conditional statements:
•

IF STATEMENT

•

CASE STATEMENT

component

The if statement ;s also known as a two way branch and specifies that a
statement be executed if a certain condition is true. If the condition
(boolean expression) is false then either no statement or the statement
following the symbol EL5E is executed. The if statement can adopt two
forms :
<if stätement> ::=
IF <expressien> THEN <stätement>
IIF <expression> THEN <stätement>
EL5E <stätement>

The case statement, known as the multiple branch action, consists of an
expression (the selector) and a list of statements each labelled by a
constant of the type of the selector. The selector type must be a scalar
type (reals are excluded) or sub range thereof. The case statement selects
for execution that statement whose label matches the value of the
selector. If no such label is listed, the effect is left undefined. Upon
completion control goes to the statement following the case statement.
The case statement takes the following form:
<cäse statement> ::=
CASE <expressien> OF
<cäse list element> {j<cäse list element>}H
END

Pascal to CHILL
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<statement>

<case label list> ::=
<case label> {,<case label>}H

The labels in a case statement a~e not o~dina~y labels and cannot be
~efe~enced by a goto statement (see goto statement). The o~de~ing of the
labels is a~bit~a~y, but the labels must be unique within a given case
statement.
Pascal p~ovides the means fo~ an effective access to ~eco~d fields: the
with statement. The with statement opens the scope containing the field
identifie~s of the specified ~eco~d va~iable so that the field identifie~s
may occu~ as va~iable identifie~s (the~eby p~oviding an oppo~tunity fo~
the compile~ to optimize the qualified statement). The BNF notation is:
<with statement> ::=
UITH <record variabIe list> DO <statement>
<record variabIe list> ::=
<record variabIe> {,<record variable>}H

2.7.3.2

CHILL action statements

The CHILL counte~pa~t to the Pascal statement is the so-called action
statement. Action statements constitute the algo~ithmic pa~t of a CHILL
p~og~am; any action statement may be labelled and those actions that may
cause an exception may have a handle~ appended. (See exceptions and
handle~s).

In CHILL the following kinds of action statements
•

BRACKETED ACTION

•

ASSIGNMENT ACTION

•

CALL ACT ION

•

EXIT ACTION

•

RETURN ACTION

•

RESULT ACTION

•

GDTD ACTION

a~e p~esent:
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•
•
•
•

DELAY ACTION

•

CONTINUE ACTION

•
•

SEND ACTION

60

ASSERT ACTION
EHPTY ACTION
START ACTION
STOP ACTION

CAUS E ACT I ON

The ass;9nment act;on stores a value ·;nto one or more locat;ons. The BNF
notat;on for the ass;gnment act;on ;s
<assiqnment action> ::=
<sinqle assiqnment act ion>
I <multiple assiqnment action>
<sinqle assiqnment action> ::=
<location> {<assiqnment symbol> I <assiqninq operator>}
<value>
<multiple assiqnment action> ::=
<location> {,<location>}~ <assiqnment symbol>
<value>
<assiqninq operator> ::=
<closed dyadic operator> <assiqnment symbol>
<closed dyadic operator> ::=
OR

I

XOR lAND

<pouerset difference operator>
<arithmetic additive operator>
<arithmetic multiplicative operator>
<assiqnment symbol> ::=

:= I =
The evaluat;on of the left hand s;de locat;on(s),of the r;ght hand s;de
value and the ass;gnment(s) ;tself (themselves) are performed ;n an
unspec;f;ed and poss;bly m;xed order.
If the locat;on (or any of the locat;ons) ;s the tag f;eld of a var;ant
structure, the var;ant f;elds that depend upon ;t w;ll rece;ve an
undef;ned value.
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A call action is used to gene~ate a call to the gene~al p~ocedu~e
indicated in the call action. The gene~al fo~m of a call act ion is :
<call action> ::=
[CALL} { <procedure call> I <built-in routine calI>}
<procedure call> ::=
{< procedure name> I <procedure expression>}
([<actual parameter list>})
<actual parameter list> ::=
<actual parameter> {,<actual parameter>}N
<actual parameter> ::=
<value>
I <statie mode location>

The called

is indicated by the value delive~ed by the p~ocedu~e
the p~ocedu~e indicated by the p~ocedu~e name. The actual
values and locations specified in the actual pa~ameter list a~e passed to
the p~ocedu~e.
p~ocedu~e

exp~ession o~

The

action se~ves to establish the ~esult to be delive~ed by a
call; this ~esult maybe a location or a value. The ~eturn action
causes the ~etu~n f~om the invocation of the p~ocedu~e within whose
definition the ~etu~n action is placed. Retu~n action can have an
'attached' ~esult; this ~esult is dete~mined by the last executed ~esult
action. If no ~esult action has been executed the p~ocedu~e call delive~
an undefined location o~ an undefined value.
~esult

p~ocedu~e

The BNF notation

fo~

the

~esult

and

~etu~n

actions is:

<return action> ::=
RETURN [<result>}
<result action> ::=
RESULT <result>
<result> ::=
<value>
I <statie mode location>

The goto action causes an unconditional
notation fo~ the 90to action is :

tranfe~

of

cont~ol.

The

BNF

<goto action> ::=
GOTO <label name>

The action is ~esumed with the act ion statement labelled with the
specified label name. In CHILL as opposed to Pascal it is not possible to
jump outside a p~ocedu~e o~ p~ocess invocation.
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The assert action is used to test a condition. The BNF notation is:
<assert action> ::=
A55ERT <boolean expression>

lf the boolean expression delivers FALSE, the ASSERTFAIL exception occur
(A55ERTFAIL is a CHlLL defined exception name).
The empty action does not cause any action; it is the same as in Pascal and
corresponds to the choice of doing nothing.
<empty action> ::=
<empty>
<empty> ::=

The cause action is,used to cause an exception. As already mentioned an
exception is the violation of a dynamic semantic rule. lts BNF notation
is:
<cause action> ::=
CAUSE <exception name>

The start, stop, delay, continue, and send actions are all related to the
concurrency feature present in CHlLL. As they have no Pascal counterpart
only a short description will be given. The start action is used to start
a process; the stop action terminates the process executing it. The
continue action re-activates a process that has been delayed in an event
location by a delay action. The send action initiates the tranfer of
synchronization information from asending process. Two types of
synchronization information are possible, signals and bUffers.
Bracketed actions in CHlLL are used to express that several actions are to
be executed as a group. There are several possibilities:
<bracketed action> ::=
<it action>
I <case action>
I<do action>
I<module>
I<begin-end block>
I <delay case action>
I<receive case action>

The if action is a conditional two-way branch. The BNF notation is:
<it action> ::=
IF <boolean expression> <then clause>
[<else clause>l FI
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<then clause> ::=
THEN <action statement list>
<else clause> ::=
EL5E <action statement list>
EL5IF <boolean expression>
<then clause> l<else clause>}

If the condition, which must be a boolean expression, yields TRUE the
action statement list following THEN is executed, otherwise the action
statement list following EL5E, if present. EL5IF •••• is derived from EL5E
IF ... FI;.

The case action is a conditional multiple branch. It consists of one or
more discrete expressions (case selector list) and a number of label led
action statement list (case alternatives). Each case label defines a set
of values. The use of a list of discrete expressions in the case selector
list allows select ion of an alternative based on multiple conditions. The
case action enters that action statement list for which values given in
the case label specification match the values in the case selector list.
The BNF notation for the case action is:
<case action> ::=
CA5E <case selector list> OF l<range list>;}
{<case alternative>}#
lEL5E <action statement list>}
E5AC
<case selector list> ::=
<discrete expression> {,<discrete expression>}H
<range list> ::=
<discrete mode> {,<discrete mode>}H
<case alternative> ::=
<case label specification>

<action statement list>

<case label specification> ::=
<case label list> { ,<case label list>}H
<case label list> ::=
«case label> {,<case label>}H)
IELSE
J<irrelevant>
<case label> ::=
<discrete literal expression>
I <I iteral range>
I<discrete mode name>
<irrelevant> ::=

(*)
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The optional keyword ELSE followed by an action statement list may only be
omitted if the list of <case label list> ocurrence ;5 complete.
The do action is used to express that several actions are to be repeatedly
executed in the same sequence as they are written. The BNF notation ;5:
<do action> ::=
DO [<control part>;] <action statement list> 00
<control part> ::=
<for control> [<while control>]
<while control>
<with part>

The do act;on knows three different forms depending on whether the number
of repetitions is known beforehand or not. The do-for if the repetition is
known beforehand, the do-while when not known beforehand; both of them are
used for looping. The do-with is a convenient short hand notation for
accessing structure fields in an efficient way.
When no control part is specified (DO) the action statement list is
entered once each time the do action is entered. The do-for and do-while
can be combined; in this case the while control is evaluated af ter the for
control and only ;f the do action is not terminated by the for control.
a) DO-FOR (WHILE).
The BNF notat;on for the for(while) control part of the do action is:
<for control> ::=
FOR {<iteration> {,<iteration>}H I EVER}
<iteration> ::=
<value enumeration>
I <location enumeration>
<value enumeration> ::=
<step enumeration>
<range enumeration>
<powerset enumeration>
<step enumeration> ::=
<loop counter> <assignment symbol>
<start value> [<step value>] [OOUN] <end value>
<loop counter> ::=
<name>
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<start value> ::=
<expression>

<step value> ::=
BY <integer expression>
<end value> ::=
Ta <expression>
<range enumeration> ::=
<loop counter> lDOUNJ IN <discrete mode>

<powerset enumeration> ::=
<loop counter> lDOUNJ IN <powerset >
<location enumeration> ::=
<loop counter> lDOUNJ IN <array loc>

The for control may specify several loop counters; They are evaluated each
time in an unspecified order before enterin9 the act ion statement list.
The do act ion terminates if at least one of the loop counters indicates
termination. There are two sorts of termination:
Normal:

At least one of the loop counters indicates termination.

Abnormal:

If a while condition evaluation yields FAL5E, if an exit or
90to act ion with a target label defined outside the action
statement list is executed, or if an exception is caused
for which the appropiate handIer lies outside,and is not
appended to, the do action.

The DO FOR EVER specifies the action statement
repeated; only abnormal termination is possible.

list

be

indefinitely

In the case of value enumeration the action statement list is repeatedly
entered for the set of specified values of the loop counter. There are
three ways of specifyin9 that set of values:
Range enumeration
In this case the set of values is specified by a discrete mode.
The initial value of the loop counter is the smallest (9reatest when
DOUN is spec if i ed) va lue of the set of va lues def i ned
by the
discrete mode.
The do action is terminated (normal termination) if the action
statement list has been executed for the 9reatest (smallest if DOUN
present) value defined by the discrete mode.
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enume~ation

In this case the set of values is specified by a

powe~set

value.

The initial value of the loop counte~ is the smallest (highest if DOUN
p~esent) membe~ value in the denoted powe~set value.
If the powe~set value is empty the action statement list will not be
executed.The do action is te~minated (no~mal te~mination) when the
act ion statement list has been executed fo~ the highest (smallest if
DOUN p~esent) membe~ value in the denoted powe~set value.
When the do act ion
evaluated once only.
step

is

executed,

the

powe~set

exp~ession

is

enume~ation

The set of values is specified by a
end value.

sta~t

value, a step value and an

The test fo~ te~mination is made befo~e each execution of the action
statement list. Initially a test is made to dete~mine whethe~ the
sta~t
value of the loop counte~ is g~eate~ (smalle~ if DOUN
p~esent) than
the end value;if it yields TRUE, the action statement
list is not executed at all.
The do action is te~minated (no~mal te~mination) if the exp~ession
evaluation yields a value which is g~eate~ (smalle~ if DOUN
p~esent) than the end value, o~ would cause an OVERFLOU exception.
In the value enume~ation case, the loop counte~ is implicitly defined
inside the action statement list. Howeve~, if an access name which is
equal to the name of the loop counte~ is visible outside the do action,
the value of the loop counte~ will be sto~ed into the denoted location
just p~io~ to abno~mal te~mination. In the case of no~mal te~mination the
value sto~ed into the location denoted by the exte~nal access name is
undefined.
In the step enumne~ation case the classes of sta~t value, end value and
step value, if p~esent, must be pai~wise compatible. In the case of a loop
counte~ which is explicit, the exte~nally visible name must be an access
name whose mode must be compatible with each of these classes and must not
be a ~ead-only mode.
In the case of powe~set and ~ange enume~ation, if the loop counte~ ·is
explicit, the exte~nally visible name~must be an access name whose mode
must be compatible with the class of the <loop counter>.
In the case

of

location enume~ation the action statement list is
a set of specified locations which a~e the elements
location denoted by array locat;on.

~epeatedly ente~ed fo~

of the

a~~ay
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b) DD-WHILE

The BNF notation for the while part of the do action is:
<while control> ::=
UHILE <boolean expression>

The boolean expression is evaluated just before entering the action
statement list; if it yields TRUE, the action statement list is entered,
otherwise the do action is terminated (abnormal termination).
c)

DD-WITH

The BNF notation for the with control part of a do action is:
<withpart> ::=
UITH <with control> {,<with control>}H
<with control> ::=
<structure location>
I <structure expression>

The (visible) fields names of the structure location or structure value
specified in each with control are made available as direct access to the
field. On entering the do action the specified structure locations and/or
structure values are evaluated only once.
Module
A module is an act ion possibly containing local declarations and
definitions. A module is a means of restricting the visibility of names;
it does not influence the lifetime of the locally created locations.
The BNF notation for modules in CHILL is:
<module> ::=
HODULE <module body> END
<module body> ::=
{<data statement>
I<visibility statement>
I<region> }H <action statement list>

A begin-end block is an action (compound action) possibly containing local
declarations and definitions. It determines both visibility of locally
created names and lifetime of locally created locations.
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The BNF notation for begin-end block is:
<begin-end bloek>::=
BEGIN <begin-end body> END
<begin-end body>::=
<data statement list><aetion statement list>.

Delay case and Receive case actions
The delay case action and receive case action are applicable to processes.
As they have no counterpart in Pascal only a brief description will be
given. The delay case action causes the process executing it to become
delayed. It can become activated by a continue action on one of the
specified event
locations.
The
receive case action
receives
synchronization information that is transmitted by the send action. The
detailed semantics depends on the synchronization object used, which is
either a signalor a buffer. Entering a receive case action does not
necessarily result in a delaying of the executing process.
Exit action
Dne of the possible ways to leave a bracketted action is via an exit
action. In this case action is resumed immediately af ter the closest
surrounding bracketed act ion label led with the label name. The exit
action cannot be used to leave procedures or processes. The BNF notation
for the exit action is:
<exit action> ::=
EXIT <label name>

Dnce all action statements have been described,
between Pascal and CHILL constructs are listed:

2.7.3.3

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the

main

differences

Differences

Pascal does not support multiple assignments.
Pascal does not have an EXIT action.
Pascal does not support multiple case

selector~

in a case statement

Pascal does not have CAUSE, RETURN or ASSERT actions.
Pascal does not allow for a combined for-while control.
Pascal does not support multiple loop counters within a for statement.
pascal for statement knows only the step enumeration form.
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•

Pascal does not have any statement related to concurrency i.e. START.
STOP.

•

CHILL does not have a straight repeat statement.

•

CHILL does not allow GOTO actions with a target label outside the
process or procedure definition in which the GOTO act ion is placed.

•

CHILL does have bracketed actions and in consequence no
brackets are necessary. Pascal, on the other hand, needs
brackets.

•

CHILL does support more powerful expressions.

2.8

BEGIN-END
begin-end

1/0 HANDlING

Unti1 now nothing has been said about input and output. In Pascal the
program heading lists the paramenters through which the program
communicates with the environment. In Pascal this environment implements
a set of input devices via which the information to the computer can be
submmited. This environment implements also a set of output devices where
the results of the computation can be received. Common to both there is a
set of legible characters over which Pascal defines the two standard
textfile (file whose components are characters) variables (program
parameters) input and output These textfiles variables may be accessed
through the standard file procedures GET and PUT To facilitate the
ana1ysis and formation of textfiles the two standard procedures READ and
URITE have been extended. For a more detailed information refer to either
"1.5.0. Standard specification for the computer programming language
Pascal" or "Pascal user's manual and report".
CHILL does imply the existence of an environment for program development.
This environment may
implement.
amongst
other
items,
separate
compilation, input/output and debugging. These items are not defined by
the CCITT Z.200 Recommendation (CHILL language definition).
In Pascal all standard file handling procedures may be used by the program
parameters. In order to get a similar feature within CHILL the following
assumptions have been made:
1.

There exists an implementation-defined built-in routine DEPOSIT with
a file name as parameter and whose function is to append the value of
the fi Ie buffer variabIe to the specified fi Ie.

2.

There exists an implementation-defined built-in routine COllECT with
a file name as parameter and whose function is to advance the current
file position to the next component and assign the value of this
component to the file buffer variabIe.
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3.

There ex;sts an ;mplementat;on-def;ned bu;lt-;n rout;ne RESET w;th a
f;le name as parameter and whose funct;on ;s to reset the current f;le
pos;t;on to ;ts beg;nn;g for read;ng purposes.

4.

There ex;sts an ;mplementat;on-def;ned bu;lt-;n rout;ne REURITE w;th
a f;le name as parameter and whose funct;on ;s to replace the current
contents of the f;le by the empty f;le so that a new f;le may be
wr;tten.

s.

There ex;sts an ;mplementat;on-def;ned bu;lt-;n rout;ne PAGE w;th a
f;le name as parameter and whose funct;on ;s to ;nstruct the pr;nter
to sk;p to the top of a new page before pr;nt;ng the next l;ne of the
spec;f;ed f;le.

6.

There ex;st two ;mplementat;on-def;ned bu;lt-;n rout;nes READ_IN and
READ_LINE w;th a var;able number of parameters (whose modes are not
f;xed) and whose funct;on are to read ;nformat;on present ;n the
program parameter for ;nput.

7.

There ex;st two ;mplementat;on-def;ned bu;lt-;n rout;nes URITE_OUT
and URITE_LINE w;th a var;able number of parameters (whose modes are
not f;xed) and whose funct;on ;s to del;ver computat;on results to the
program parameter for output.
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PASCAL DEC-20 FEATURES AND TOPS-20 TASKING FEATURES

3.1

IMPLEMENTATION DEPENDENT FEATURES

pascal p~ag~ams can be w~itten using the full ASCII cha~acte~
including lowe~ case. Lowe~ case a~e mapped inta the equivalent uppe~
lette~s befa~e being analyzed by the compile~
except in st~ings
cha~acte~ canstants. This implies that identifie~s and IDENTIFIERS
be canside~ed the same syntactic catego~y.

71

set
case
and
will

Comments a~e enclased in <: and), (~and ~), /~ and ~/ o~%and '\. The
comment featu~e is thus g~eatly enhanced. DEC-20 alsa gives the
passibility af setting up campile~ di~ectives in the body of the p~og~am.
Such di~ectives take p~ecedence ove~ any setting typed in the compile~
command st~ing. These di~ectives a~e comments that sta~t with a dolla~
sign ($) and have the fa~m :
(JE$C+JE)

Each switch has a ca~~espanding lette~, in this case C stands fo~ CHECK. A
plus sign (+) afte~ the lette~ indicates that the co~~esponding switch
shauld be tu~ned on and a minus sign (-) that it shouldbe tu~ned off.
can be w~itten using the unde~line cha~acte~ to imp~ave
The use of the unde~sca~e ( ) is significant, i.e. NEWNAME is
ta NEW_NAME.

Identifie~s

~eadability.
diffe~ent

DEC-20 pascal enhances the possibilities fa~ ~ep~esenting intege~s,
allawing fa~ actal and hexadecimal ~ep~esentation. An intege~ is
~ep~esented in actal fo~m if it consists af actal digits and is followed
by a B. An intege~ is ~ep~esented in hexadecimal fo~m if it consists of a "
fallawed
by hexadecimal digits.
Fa~
example,
the
following
~ep~esentations have the same value:
Decimal
63

Octal

Hexadecimal

77B

" 3F

In additian ta the standa~d files INPUT and OUTPUT the standa~d file TTY
is available in TOPS-20 Pascal. This file is used to communicate with the
te~minal. Files may only be decla~ed in the main p~og~am (o~ the oute~
black of a file of exte~nal p~ocedu~es). The fi~st ten cha~acte~s a~e used
fa~ the default file name. Decla~ed files follow the no~mal scope ~ules.
The syntax of the p~og~am statement has been extended 50 that some ext~a
att~ibutes of the file can be decla~ed. These allow the initial file name
dialogue to be made slightly mo~e intelligent than othe~wise. Example:
PROGRAM TEST (INPUT:-*/,OUTPUT:+)i
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The cha~acte~ - implies that this is an input file; an e~~o~ message will
be given if when asked fo~ the name the file does not exist. The + means
that this is an output file and that if the file exists its ve~sion numbe~
will be inc~emented, othe~wise a new file will be c~eated. The cha~acte~ ~
allows wildca~ds in the file specification.
The pa~amete~s of the standa~d p~ocedu~es WRITE and
followed by a 'fo~mat specification'. A pa~amete~ with
the following fo~ms:
X
X
X
X

El
El
El
El

WRITELH may be
has one of

fo~mat

E2

a
H

El is called the field width. It must be an exp~ession of type intege~
yielding a non-negative value. A value of type intege~ can be p~inted in
octal o~ hexadecimal ~ep~esentation depending whethe~ the fo~mat with the
lette~ a o~ H is used.
DEC-20 Pascal allows fo~ di~ect ~eading into a~~ays and packed a~~ays of
cha~acte~s with capabilities simila~ to SAIL's ve~y fine
st~;ng
input
~outines. An example of the full syntax is:
read( input, arrayl :howmäny: (' ' , ' : ' J);

This will ~ead cha~acte~s into the
th~ee things happens:
a.

b.

a~~ay

arrayl until one of the following

ane of the cha~acte~s mentioned in the "b~eak set" (in this case
blank o~ colon) is ~ead. This cha~acte~ (the "b~eak cha~acte~") is
not put into the a~~ay. howmany (which can be an intege~ va~iable)
is set to the numbe~ of cha~acte~s actually put into the a~~ay.
End of line is ~eached in the input. Again, howmany is set to the
of cha~acte~s put into the a~~ay.

numbe~

c.

3.2

The a~~ay is filled. In th;s case, howmany is set to one mo~e than
the size of the a~~ay, in o~de~ to allow this case to be uniquely
detected.

DEC-20 EXTENSIONS TO STANDARD PASCAL

Besides the above mentioned implementat;on dependent
following extensions to standa~d Pascal can be found:
a)

Lib~a~ies

of

featu~es,

the

exte~nal p~ocedu~es.

Hany lib~a~y p~ocedu~es have been added to allow a wide~ va~iety of I/a
and a bette~ access to the system. anly the most common of these have been
put into the compile~ as p~edecla~ed p~ocedu~es. So seve~al of the
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procedures described below are noted as being external. This means that
one has to include an explicit procedure declaration for them, with the
token EXTERN replacing the procedure body. It may be included in one's
program by means of:
INCLUDE '<PASCAL>EXTERN.PAS'i

inmediately af ter the program statement. <PASCAL> stands
directory Pascal files usually reside on.

for

whatever

b) Input/Output to strings.
This implementation feature provides the facility to treat a packed array
of char as if it were a file, allowing READ from it and WRITE to it. To
make use of this, you must use a file that has been declared FILE OF CHAR.
Rather than using RESET and REWRITE to initialize I/O, you use the
predeclared procedures STRSET and STRWRITE instead. These associate a
string with the file and set the internal file pointer to the beginning of
the string.
STRSET(FILEl,HYARRAY)-----> READ(FILEl, ... )

af ter STRSET( •• ) is issued FILEI
MYARRAY.

will contain

the

first

element

of

STRURITE(FILE2,YOURARRAY)----) URITE(FILE2, ... )

af ter STRWRITE( •• l is issued the WRITE( •• l form may be
things into YOURARRAY.

used

to

write

There is a procedure to see where you currently are in the string. The
general form is : GETINDEX(file,variable). VariabIe is set to the current
index of the array.
cl Monitor calIs.
TOps-20 Pascal gives the user the opportunity to have access to all the
machine facilities. To do 50 the user has to include a call to a
predeclared runtime routine, JSYS. Although syntactically it is only a
call, it compiles actual code in line. JSYS may have a number of arguments
of which only the jsysnum is required. This must be an integer number and
represents the jsys to be compiled.
dl INITPROCEDURE
Variables of type scalar, subrange, pointer, array or record declared in
the main program may be initialized by an INITPROCEDURE. The body of an
INITPROCEDURE contains only assignment statements. Indices as weIl as the
assigned va lues must be constants. Assignments to components of packed
structures is possible if the components occupy a full word. INITPROCEDURE
becomes a Tops-20 Pascal reserved word. The BNF notation is as follows:
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}#

<initprocedure> ::= INITPROCEDUREj
BEGIN
<assiqnment> {j<assiqnment>}H
ENDj

The <init part> must follow the variabIe declaration part and precede the
procedure declaration part of the main program. It should be noted that
IHITPROCEDURES do not compile into code, and therefore one should not
attempt to call an IHITPROCEDURE.
e)

Extended CASE statement.

The CASE staement may be extended with the case OTHERS which then appears
as the last case in the CASE statement. This case will be executed if the
case selector does not match with any of the case labels. See example
below:
CASE x OF
'A'
URITELN('VALUE IS A'}j
'B'
URITELN('VALUE IS B'}j
OTHERS: URITELN('VALUE IS NEITHER A NOR B'}j
ENDj

f)

LOOP statement.

The LOOP statement is an additional control statement that combines the
advantages of the WHILE and the REPEAT statement. The BHF notation is:
<loop statement> ::= LOOP
<statement> {j<statement>}H
EXIT IF <expression>
<statement>{j<statement>}H
END

The expression must result in a Boolean value; note that there must be
exactly one EXIT IF in each LOOP.
g) CLOSE, RCLOSE, and DISHISS.
It is of ten desirabIe to close a file during execution of a program. For
this purpose the procedure CLOSE is available. CLOSE(file) closes the file
but does not release the jfn (file's jsys jsysnum).
RCLOSE works just like CLOSE but it releases the jfn.
DISHISS closes the file, but rather than finishing off the normal writing
it aborts the creation of the file; if the file is on disk, it is expunged.
If it is on tape, the normal writing of EOF's, etc., is skipped.
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h) MARK and RELEASE
MARK and RELEASE are procedures which can be used to or9anized the heap
like a stack. Both have one parameter which must be of type integer. MARK
and RELEASE are probably not useful with pro9rams that use DISPOSE, since
DISPOSE invokes a dynamic memory manager that does not allocate the heap
as a simple stack.

Pascal has the ability to use the full I/O capabilities of TOPS-20. This
includes wildcards, file updatin9, etc. Some of the present features
related to I/O processin9 are:
TTY mode

This allows Pascal to handle all terminals in TTY mode, and
use the standard "line editor" for use with the terminal
provided by DEC.

HULL mode

This routine is used only with device HUL:. It does nothing
on output, and simulates end of file on input.

pmap'ed mode

This routine attempts to handle disk 1/0 in the optimal
way. Pages from the file are Pmap'ed directly into a buffer
within Pascal.

Extra arguments to RESET and REWRITE This allows for specification of most
of the available options for 1/0.
As far as I/O errors are concerned, DEC-20 Pascal does not attempt to do
any error recovery beyond printing the error message and savin9 the
error(s) numbers.
DEC-20 Pascal has a set of device-dependent 1/0 routines in order to get
both efficiency and convenient operation; this choice, however, can be
changed by specifying the desired routine as an ar9ument in RESET. Most of
these routines use bufferin9.
j) REHAME
REHAME(file,newname) may be used to rename an existing file. The newname
argument is treated the same way as the name ar9ument for RESET, etc. It
specifies the newname for the file. If the operation works, EOF is set to
false, otherwise to true.
k) DELETE
DELETE(file) will delete the mentioned file. It need not to be open, but
must have a jfn associated with it. It need not to be closed, as DELETE
will close it first if necessary.
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1) UPDATE
A f;le may be opened for updat;ng by us;ng the runt;me rout;ne UPDATE.
When a f;le has been open for UPDATE, both GET and PUT (or READ and WRITE)
may be used w;th ;t. A s;ngle pos;t;on ;s ma;nta;ned w;th;n the f;le wh;ch
;s advanced by both GET and PUT. There ;s also a spec;al rout;ne, PUTX,
wh;ch w;ll rewr;te the last record read by GET. UPDATE has the same
arguments as RESET. When us;ng UPDATE, EOF ;s always set to false except
when an error occurs.
m) Random access
It ;s poss;ble to move around a f;le when ;t ;s on a d;rect-access dev;ce
(;.e. d;sk or some equ;valent). The procedures that ;mplement th;s use a
byte ser;al number to keep track of the;r pos;t;on. "pos;t;on" refers to
the number of bytes between the beg;nn;ng of the f;le and the record ;n
quest;on. There are two procedures that ;mplement random access.
CURPOS(f;le) returns the current pos;t;on ;ndex of the f;le; th;s ;s the
pos;t;on at wh;ch the next record to be read or wr;tten beg;ns.
SETPOS(f;le,B) sets th;ngs UP so the next GET(f;le) or PUT(f;le) w;ll get
or put the record that starts at pos;t;on B.
n) APPEND
The mon;tor has fac;l;t;es allow;ng for append;ng new data onto the end of
an ex;st;ng f;le w;thout recopy;ng the ex;st;ng data. The procedure APPEND
;mplements th;s fac;l;ty ;n Pascal; ;t has exactly the same parameters as
REWRITE.
0)

;nclud;ng external text

Users who wr;te complex mult;-f;le programs somet;mes want to put TYPE,
CONST, and EXTERN declarat;ons ;n a common f;le used by all programs. Such
a f;le ;s used by putt;ng the INCLUDE statement at the beg;nn;ng of any
block ;n the program; the syntax ;s INCLUDE 'f;le spec'; the quotes are
requ;red. Th;s statement may occur at any place the token TYPE would be
val;d. Hore than one f;le may be ;ncluded by INCLUDE 'f;le spec', 'f;le
spec', •• ; or by more than one INCLUDE statement.
p) H;scellaneous I/O funct;ons
Th;s ;s a l;st of procedures and funct;ons
serv;ces.

that

perform several

PROCEDURE QUIT; EXTERN;
Causes a normal program to ex;t ;mmed;ately. Closes all f;les.
FUNCTION T06(A:ALFA):INTEGER;
Converts s;x characters ;n A ;nto s;xb;t.

I/O
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PROCEDURE FROM6(I:INTEGER;VAR A:ALFA);EXTERN;
Converts from sixbit into ASCII.
PROCEDURE CLREOF(VAR F:FILE);EXTERN;
Clears Pascal's end of file indicator (EOF). Sets EOF to false for
input and to true for output.
FUNCTION ERSTAT(VAR F:FILE):INTEGER; EXTERN;
This is used to check whether an error has occurred if the user
specified that he wanted 1/0 to continue in spite of errors.
PROCEDURE ANALYS(VAR F:FILE)JEXTERN;
It prints out an official-looking error message if an error has
occurred with a file.
FUNCTION LSTREC(VAR F:FILE):INTEGER; EXTERN;
It returns the length of the last record read or written.
FUNCTION CURJFN(VAR F:FILE):INTEGER; EXTERN;
It returns the indexable file handle for the file; 0 if none. The
file handle is a (full-word) quantity with the JFN in the right
half and various bits in the left have.
PROCEDURE SETJFN(VAR F:FILE;I:INTEGER); EXTERN;
It sets an indexable file handle for the file. If the file is open
an RCLOSE is done.
PROCEDURE GETPAGES(N:INTEGERJVAR P:INTEGERJ
VAR PP:PAGEPTR)JEXTERN;
It gets a block of memory: N is the number of pages to get 1 •• 36; P
is set to the page number 0•• 7778J PP is set to a pointer to the
page.
~
[pageptr =, mempage; mempage =array [0:7778] of integeri]
PROCEDURE RELPAGES(N,P : INTEGER); EXTERN;
Returns a block of memory to the runtimes. N is the number of pages
in the block; P is the page number; The page(s) should have been
gotten from GETPAGES.
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If it can be shown that Pascal is a subset of CHILL, the t~anslation can be
as a st~aight mapping f~om Pascal syntactic catego~ies into
CHILL semantic equivalent catego~ies. F~om the languages compa~ison it
can be p~oved that Pascal can be conside~ed a subset of CHILL unde~
ce~tain ~est~ictions.
Fo~
this pu~pose a summa~y of the languages
compa~ison will now follow.
pe~fo~med

~.l.l

SUHHARY OF LANGUAGES COHPARISON

•

Fo~ the Pascal constant definition pa~t a
CHILL synonym definition pa~t exists.

mapping

•

Fo~ the Pascal type definition pa~t a di~ect mapping into the CHILL
mode definition pa~t exists; the following ~est~ictions apply:

di~ect

into

the

Rest~ictions:

Pascal ~eal types
flagged as e~~o~s.
Packed

sets

t~anslation

do

a~e

not

allowed,

and

the~efo~e

will

not have a counte~pa~t in
CHILL.
they will be conside~ed as not packed.

be
Fo~

pu~poses

File types a~e (in p~inciple) not
implementations they will be allowed.

allowed.

Fo~

some CHILL

•

Fo~ the Pascal va~iable decla~ation pa~t a di~ect mapping into the
CHILL location decla~ation pa~t exists subject
to the same
~est~ictions as the type definition pa~t.

•

Fo~ the Pascal p~ocedu~e and/o~ function decla~ation pa~t a
di~ect
mapping into the CHILL p~ocedu~e decla~ation statement exists. Dne
exception:

Exception:
pascal p~ocedu~al and/o~ functional pa~amete~s
specified, whilst in CHILL this not the case.
•

a~e

not

fully

Fo~ the Pascal statement pa~t a di~ect mapping into the CHILL action
statement pa~t exists. TWo exceptions:
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Exceptions:
The pascal <repeat statement> has no direct counterpart in CHILL.
The same applies for the DEC-2060 Pascal <loop statement>.
Non_local goto's are
not
allowed in CHILL; They are an
exceptional case within Pascal programs; therefore they have to
be hand led as such.

*.1.2

TRANSLATION BLOCK DIAGRAH5

The ideal solution for the translation would consist of two main blocks: a
Pascal verifier whose output would be yes or no, yes meaning that the
program was syntactically and semantically correct and a second block
namely a Pascal to CHILL code generator which would produce the equivalent
CHILL program.
In a block diagram form this solution would look like:

+---------+
1
/
PASCAL

+-----------+
J PASCAL
1

1 PASCAL

1

/

1

1 CERTAIN

J

--------,'
--------/1

1--------------'1
/--------------//

1

TO

1 CHILL

CHILL

/-----,
1-----/

PROGRAM 1 VERIFIERI INTERMEDIATE I
I PROGRAM
1
/ FORM
J CODE
/
I
I/GENERATOR 1

+---------+

+-----------+

The ideal solution splits the translator design
tasks:

into

three different

•

Design of a Pascal verifier;

•

Finding the (an) appropiate intermediate form;

•

Design of a Pascal to CHILL code generator suitable for the chosen
intermediate form (e.g. p-code?).
o

Because Pascal, as we have seen, may be considered a subset of CHILL under
certain restrictions, an easier, though quasi ideal solution could be to
treat the Pascal program in the same way as for normal compilation but
generating CHILL code at the moment a Pascal syntactic category has been
exam;ned. If at any moment an error is detected, the code generat;on part
;5 disabled and the translator is used as a verif;er, try;ng to find any
other errors present within the program. In a block diagram th;s looks
l;ke:
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+-----------------------------+
I
LEXICAL
1
PASCAL

1

I ERROR

--------'1
--------/1

1--------,
1--------/

AND

PROGRAM I /,
1 /11'
I 11

SYNTACTICAL
A

ANAL YSIS

1 1

I REPORTS
I
I

+--II---------+--------I--J---+
1 11
I '11/
I ,/

I
1
1

1

V

1

I
1
: ••• 1

I

1

I

I :

CHILL
1-------,

I

1-------/

1 CHILL CODE

1 VERS ION

I

SEMANTICAL

I

I ANALYSIS I
I OF A CORRECT
1
1 GENERATOR
1 PROGRAM.
+-------------+---------------+
4.2

FORHAL DESCRIPTION

Let A be the space where the pascal grammar, as specified in the previous
section, is defined. Let B be the spa ce where the CHILL grammar is
defined. Let T be a function (translation operator) defined as:
T

T : A

---->

B •

and such that: T applied to a Pascal program, will map it into a CHILL
process, enclosed by modulion brackets. Furthermore, T shall be such
that:
•

APplied to the <constant definition part> element of A, will deliver a
subset of the <synonym definition statement> element of B. This shall
be denoted by : T«pconst»C::<CHsyn>. <Pconst> shall denote the
<constant definition part> element of Ai <CHsyn> shall denote the
<synonym definition statement> element of B.

•

APplied to the <type definition part> element of A, will deliver a
subset of the <mode definition statement> element of B. This shall be
denoted by : T«ptype»C:<CHmode>. <Ptype> shall denote the <type
definition part> element of Ai <CHmode> shall denote the <mode
definition statement> element of B.

•

APplied to the <variable declaration part> element of A, will deliver
a subset of the <location declaration statement> element of B. This
shall be denoted by : T«pvar»C:<CHloc>. <Pvar> shall denote the
<variable declaration part> element of Ai <CHloc> shall denote the
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<location delaration statement> element of B.
•

Applied to the <procedure/function declaration part> element of A,
will deliver a subset of the <procedure definition statement> element
of B. This shall be denoted by
T«Pproc/func>l
<CHproc>.
<pproc/func> shall denote the <procedure/function declaration part>
element of A; <CHproc> shall denote the <procedure definition
statement> element of B.

c::

•

APplied to the <statement part> element of A, will deliver a subset of
the <action statement list> element of B. This shall be denoted by :
T«pstate>l<::<CHaction>. <Pstate> shall denote the <statement part>
element of A; <CHaction> shall denote the <action statement list>
element of B.

Note: For a complete syntax description see appendix C.

~.3

TRANSLATION OF THE SPECIAL CASES

As mentioned in section 4.1, there are three (fourl special cases for
which no straight mapping exists. For recapitulation purposes they are
listed below.
•

Procedure/function heading with procedural/functional parameters;

•

The repeat statement syntax; the same applies for the loop statement
(DEC-20l;

•

Non-local goto's ( allowed in both, Wirth's Pascal Language Report,
and DEC-2060 Pascal l.

Let fl be a procedure defined as
PROCEDURE fI (parI:integer; par2:booIean);

In the Pascal report as well as in the DEC-2060, the following procedure
definition is perfectly valid
PROCEDURE f (PROCEDURE fI; second : char);

This appears to be
drawbacks :

an

"unsafe"

situation.

This

•

It introduces backtracking

•

It increases the complexity of the
syntax
analyser(sl for the program to be translated.

presents

two main

and/or

semantics
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To cope w;th th;s, and keep;ng ;n m;nd the .. I.S.C Second draft proposal
for the programm;ng languge pascal ", procedures and/or funct;ons
declarat;ons shall be mod;f;ed such that procedural and/or functional
parameters shall be fully spec;f;ed. The procedure f shall then be
declared as:
PROCEDURE f ( PROCEDURE fl(pl:inteqerj p2:boolean)j
second : char)j

For the second spec;al case, the following translation rule shall apply:
Pascal
program
REPE.4T
<statement>
j<statement>

UNTIL <boolean
expression>j

Translated
program
label_name :
DO FOR EVERj
T«statement»
j T«statement»
IF <boolean expression>
THEN EXIT label_namej
FIj
OD label_namej

A s;milar translation rule applies for for the DEC-20 loop statement.
Non-local goto's are exceptional cases. They cause the release of all
allocated local var;ables and stop the act;vation of the procedure
conh;ning ;t.
Non-local goto's shall be translated with the help of exceptions, that is,
any non-local goto shall be cons;dered an exception and the procedure
shall notify that an exception has occurred. The use of non-local goto's
and therefore of except;ons ;ntroduce two main problems:
•

Hodificat;on of the head;ng of the procedure ;n which the non-local
goto ;s present,

•

APpend;ng a handler for the exception(s) to occur at the act;vation
point of the procedure contain;ng the non-local goto.

The follow;ng example shows the translation steps applied for the case of
a non-local goto :
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pascal
program

Translated
program
module_name:
MODULE
a : PROCESS()i

PROGRAM ai
LABEL li
OE

lE)

/lE

lE/

b: PROC ()
EXCEPTIONS (exeeptionl)i

PROCEDURE bi
BEGIN
GOTO li ---------- ------>
ENDi
BEGIN

(lE

......

bi

(lE

END bi

OEblE)

(lE

CAUSE exeeptionli

lE)

/lE

lE)

b()

lE/

a lE)

ea11 b

ON

(exeeptionl)
GOTO L.ABELli
ENDi
1 .

END

• •..•..
(lE

a lE)i

labell
END ai
END module_namei
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IHPLEHENTATION ON THE DEC-2a

The translator is composed of five main blocks:
•

Lexical analyser.

•

syntactical analysis.

•

Semantical analysis.

•

Error recovery.

•

Pascal to CHILL code generator.

5.1

LEXICAL ANALYSER

The main function of the lexical analyser is reading the source program
one character at a time to divide the source program into a sequence of
atomic units called 'tokens' or 'symbols'. It is also used to collect
information about all data objects present in the source stream. this
information will be later used by the semantic analyser.
The lexical analysis is carried out by the procedure INSYHBOL. When
called, INSYHBOL scans the next language symbol in the source stream and
returns a representation of it in the following global variables:

5.2

SY

In all cases SY represents the last symbol scanned,
defined by the type SYHBOL.

as

OP

In all cases OP represents the last
specified by the type OPERATOR.

read,

as

VAL

It contains the value of the last
character constant scanned.

string,

or

LGTH

It represents the length of the last string
identifier, or integer constant scanned.

operator
integer,

constant,

SYNTACTICAL ANALYSIS

The main function of the syntax analyser is to check that the lexical
symbols (tokens) appearing in its input occur in patterns that are allowed
by the grammar of the source language. The syntax analysis is top-down
without back-up and implemented as a set of recursive descendent
procedures. These procedures are based on the syntax rules given in the "
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User's manual and report" and " DEC-20 Pascal compiler documentation ".
The order. names and nesting of the procedures is as follows:
BLOCK
CONSTANT
COHPTYPE5
----------> Used by the semantic analyser
STRING
TYP
----------> Type definition
SIHPLETYPE
FIELDLIST
RECORD5ECTION
LABELDECLARATION
CON5TANTDECLARATION
TYPEDECLARATION
VARIABLEDECLARATION
PROCEDUREDECLARATION
PARAHETERLIST
DO_PAR_LI5T
-----> Used by the code generator
LOADSUBRANGE ---------> Used by the semantic analyser
ENTER_NAHE
---------> Used to record "INITPROCEDURE5"
GET_INDEX
---------> Used for the special cases
STATEHENT
SELECTOR
CALL
GETFILENAHE
VARIABLE
GETFN
READREADLN
BREAK
URITEURITELN
PACK
UNPACK
NEU
HARK
RELEASE
GETLINENR
GETPUTRESETREURITE
PAGE
SETSTRING
GETINDEX
CLOSE
PUTX
EOFEOLN
CALLNON5TANDARD
PARAHFUDGE
--------> For special parameter types
EXPRESSION
5EARCHCODE
5IHPLEEXPRE55ION
TERH
FACTOR
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ASSIGNHENT
GOTOSTATEHENT
COHPOUNDSTATEHENT
IFSTATEHENT
CA5E5TATEHENT
REPEAT5TATEHENT
UHILE5TATEHENT
FORSTATEHENT
LOOPSTATEHENT
UITHSTATEHENT
OPENALT
--------> For the 'included' files
CLOSEALT
--------> " "
INCLUSION --------> " "

The syntax analyser is written on the assumption that the next syntactic
goal can always be selected by inspection of (at most) the next incoming
symbol (i.e. that the underlying grammar is LL(l) ). This is not the case
at the following points in the syntax of pascal
1.

A statement beginning with an identifier may be either an assignment
or a procedure call.

2.

a factor beginning with an identifier may be either a variable,
constant or a function call.

J.

A type beginning with an identifier may be
dec la red or a subrange type whose lower
identifier.

a

a type name already
bound is a constant

In all the three cases to resolve the choice on a purely syntactic way
would require a look ahead of a further symbol. Since parallel semantic
analysis is done on this translato~, these choices can be resolved without
further lookahead by inspection of the current semantic attributes of the
identifier involved.
The syntax of Pascal is also not LL(l) in variant records where the syntax
is effectively
CA5E [<identifier> : } <identifier> OF •...

In this case the semantic resolution is not
lookahead technique is used.

S.J

possible

and

an

ad hoc

SEHANTIC ANALYSIS

The main function of the semantic analyser is to check the semdntics of
the source language. The semdntics of a programming language are the rules
that give meaning to the program.
.
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Semantic analysis and semantic error recovery on this translator is
implemented by "enrichment" of the syntax analyser outlined in the
previous section with semantics interludes.
All the semantic information needed by the semantic analyser is kept in
the semantic tabIe. This holds an entry for each identifier, type or label
which may appear in, or is implied by, the program being compiled.
The table is organised as a stack of sub-tables, one for each identifier
scope currently open, the nesting of these scopes being represented by the
array DISPLAY as follows:
•

Each displayentry points to the identifier, type andlabel sub-tables
for that scope, and indicates whether the scope is one delimited by a
block or by a record type;

•

The global variables TOP and LEVEL index the topmost scope and the
topmost block scope within the display.
The identifier sub-tables

The identifier sub-table for each scope contains an entry for each
identifier declared in that scope. Each entry is a record of the variant
record type IDENTIFIER. The sub-table is held as a sorted binary tree with
records being connected through their fields LLINK and RLINK. Insertion
and look-up of identifiers within the sub-tables is provided by the two
procedures ENTERID and 5EARCHID. Uhen necessary a particular binary tree
(for the record type) may be searched using the procedure 5EARCH5ECTION.
The type sub-tables.
All types underlying the data defined by the program being compiled are
represented by type entries whose form is determined by the FORH of the
type so represented (i.e. scalars, arrays, etc.). Entries are constructed
using a corresponding variant record type STRUCTURE.
The type entries are accessed via the identifier table entries for type
identifiers, or via the representation of the data objects (variables,
constants, functions, expressions) whose type they describe. Thus for
example all identifier table entries have a common field IDTYPE which
points to an underlying type entry (with an obvious interpretation for all
classes of identifier other than PROC).
Uhere types in turn depend on identifiers for their definition (e.g. an
enumerated scalar type such as (ONE, TUO, THREE) the type entries point
back to the relevant identifier entries in the identifier table (i.e. to
those for ONE, TUO and THREE).
standard identifiers and types supported by Pascal are held within the
semantic table as a scope for a pseudo-block enclosing the main program
(at display level 0). These entries are created by the procedure
ENTER5TDNAHES
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The type entries representing the standard types supported by the language
(INTEGER, BOOLEAN, etc.) are directly accessible via pointer variables
INTPTR, BOOLPTR, etc., as well as via the identifier entries for INTEGER,
BOOLEAN, etc.

5.~

ERROR RECOVERY

Detection and reporting of errors in the source program is one of the
functions of any translator. The error messages should allow the
programmer to determine exactly what kind of errors and the place where
those errors occurred.
Errors detected by the lexical and/or syntax

analyser will be named
be termed semantic

syntactical errors .• Dther detectable errors'will
errors.

Syntactic and semantic
ERROR has as parameter
index for the table of
done on a per 1ine basis

error recording is performed by procedure ERROR.
a number that is used on error reporting as an
the possible error messages. Error reporting is
by the procedure ENDOFLINE.

Recovery in the syntax analysis proèess following the discovery of a
syntax error is incorporated into the syntax procedures on the following
basis:
1.

Each procedure when called is passed an actual parameter which is a
set of symbols forming the (right) context of the string which it
should scan. This context normally includes:
a.

All symbols which may legitimately follow the string to be scanned

b.

Such additional symbols as a superior (ca1ling)
wish to handle in the event of error recovery.

procedure may

2.

When entered the procedure may ensure that the current symbol is an
acceptable starter for the string to be scanned and if not scan
forward until such a symbo1 is found (subject to 4. below).

3.

When calling a subsidiary syntax procedure the procedure passes on as
context its own context plus those symbols, if any, which it may
determine as right context for the string to be scanned.

4.

To recover from a syntax error the procedure may scan over (skip) any
symbol provided i't is not contained in the context passed to it. The
actual scan over (skip) is done by means of a call to the one of the
following procedures: 5KIPIFERR, IFERR5KIP and ERRAND5KIP. All of
them perform the same function, skipping symbols until an acceptable
one is reached. The difference lies on the possible follow symbols.
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On exit the syntax procedure ensures that the current symbol is
contained in the context passed to it. flagging a terminal error and
skipping if this is not initially the case.

Hote: The present recovery strategy will not attempt
entry in the identifier table for any mis-used
identifier found during the translation process. This
same error (e.g. "Identifier not declared") may be
within the same block for the same identifier.

5.5

to create an
or undeclared
means that the
repeated even

PASCAL TO CHILL CODE GENERATOR

Once the syntax and semantics of a sentence have been checked the sentence
is passed to the code generator to be translated into the target language.
The code generation occurs only if no errors have been detected. TWo
different cases may occur on translating a program; either the program has
exceptions (non-local goto's) or not. When the program has no exceptions
the code generator is embedded within the syntax and semantics analysers.
There are no special procedures in charge of the generating the code.
either the standard URITE procedure or the program defined PRINT. PRINT
does a write onto the output file and checks for possible errors. It does
a form feed when necessary.
The presence of exceptions on the other hand imposes two extra tasks:
•

Modification of the procedure heading of the
exceptions,

•

attachment of an appropiate handler at the
procedure where the exceptions occur.

procedure containing
calling

point

of

the

In order to perform the above mentioned modifications some sort of
information will be needed such as, name of the procedure. name of the
exception, level of the exception, etc.
This necessary information 1S organised as a binary tree in the same way
as the identifier table. Each procedure present in the program will get an
entry in the so-called exception table. Each en try is of the type type
EXCEPENTRY.

At the end of the analysis session the exception table (binary tree) is
checked in reverse order in order to complete the table filling in the
missing information (e.g. when working with forwarded procedures). Once
the exception table is complete the correct ion work may commence.
The correction work is done on a second pass. This pass does not perform
any analysis. it only changes the intermediate program version (the final
version if no exception occurred) wherever necessary based upon the
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information collected in the exception table. The corrections are carried
out by the following procedures
CORRECT
POSITIONLINE -----> positions file at speeified line number
APPENDHEADING ----> appends the exeeption list to the proe headinq
UORKONEXCEPTIONS ----> finds the appropiate handIer
UORKON
-----> eorreetion per node basis
RETRACE
-----> beeause of nestinq.
COPYRESTOFTHEFILE ----> eopies rest of the file
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PASCAL SYNTAX DIAGRAHS

The d;agrams ;n th;s append;x descr;be the syntax of the language Pascal
as stated ;n "PASCAL User Manual and Report". These d;agrams have been
des;gned ma;nly for human readab;l;ty but they can also be used as a
bas;s for pars;ng.
Some s;mpl;f;cat;ons have been made ;n order to enhance the readab;l;ty
and for that reason these d;agrams cannot be cons;dered as def;n;t;ve.
The def;n;t;on of the context-free syntax can be found ;n any of the
references to Pascal, wr;tten ;n Backus-Hormal-Form.

Pascal te CHILL

T~anslate~

Identifier

Unsigned integer

Unsigned number

unsigned integer

I + - - - - r - + i unsigned integer

Unsigned constant

Constant
constant identifier

unsigned number

92
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Simp Ie type
type identifier

I

constant

If-----I

Type

type identifier

Field list

r-.----'"

Pascal te CHILL Translater

Variabie
variabie identifier

1-----'''----------------...

field identifier t - - - - -.......~

Factor

1"-----1 function identifier

Term

.--------,
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Simple expression

99
Expression
simpie expression

f-......,.--------------------,,--

simple expression

Parameter list

type identifier

9S
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Statement

procedure identifier
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Block
I-----,--------~Iunsigned

Program

integer 1 - - -.........
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CHILL SYNTAX DIAGRAHS

The d;agrams ;n th;s append;x descr;be the syntax of CHILL. The d;agrams
have been des;gned for human readab;l;ty, not as a bas;s for pars;ng.
s;mpl;f;cat;ons have been made so as to enhance readab;l;ty and
therefore they cannot be cons;dered as def;n;t;ve, only as an a;d to
understand;ng CHILL. The def;n;t;on of the context-free syntax ;s
spec;f;ed ;n Backus-Naur-Form ;n the C.C.I.T.T Rec. Z.200 (CHILL
language def;n;t;on).
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provram

~
REGIQN

body

bound Ot Irte referent. iOCft!Çn

neme
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acllon stalement

ection

~locatlOn

recelve~se

action
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do ICIIDIl

,nstancelocatlon

Instance IaCltlOn

PRIORlT'1

mIe er Iileral ellllreSSlon

ICtlOn SlIlemenl

Clse label ijst

discrete fitera! ellllression

f----------1~

ELSE } - - - - - - - - - - - - . /

tarni perlmetlr

~

PI"'"

ICtUli perameter

-rt

wiue

I

L.1 slille mode localIon

sc-I--
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mode

discrete literal expressIon

Vara"t struclure mode name
level struclure mode
mode name

P~scal

to CHILL Translator

lC'3

le"el structure mode

~

arravsPlelticallon

~

121 level tleids

~

(nllewl fields
Inlle"el fillld fields
In Ile",' alternall"e fields
(n t I",el fuled fields

In -+- II Il'telfields

array specIfication

~mode

!l!!!!! expressIon

!!!.!!!! expresSIOn

element lavout

llil! Slie lIteral expressIon

panern me lIterai expression

field layout

pOSllIOn

~ word IIteralexpresslon

start bit IIter.1 expression

!!!l9!!!...!!!!!!! expreSSIon
end bit hteral expressIon
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T~ans!ato~

locatlon
i1Ccess name

lli!!!g local1on

ar@'( locanon
\IllDer eiernentliteral 8ll1lrnsaon
~g!!,

~Iocanon

~g~

8lpreSSlOn

field name

IOC3tlon p'rocedure name

YlIIue

- operand 3

operand 5

}------------.. . . .I operand 6 ~

operand 4

operand 6

upr8SSlOl1
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APPENDIX

c:

T «letter»
T «digit»

T~ANSLATO~ OPE~ATO~ G~AHHA~

::= <letter>

::= <digit>

T «identifier»

::= <name>

T «program» ::=
T «program heading»
T «block» i
T «program heading» ::=
T (P~OG~AH <identifier»
I T (P~OG~AH <identifier> «file identifier>
{,<file identifier>}H)i)
T

<identifier» ::=
T «identifier»[_HODULOJ
HODULE
[T «identifier»:J
[P~OCESS ()iJ

(P~OG~AH

T (block» ::=
T «label declaration part»
T «constant definition part»
T «type definition part»
T «variabIe declaration part»
T «procedure and function declaration part»
T «statement part»
T «label declaration part»

::= <empty>

<empty> ::=

T «constant definition part» ::=
<empty>
SYN T «constant definition»
{, T «constant definition»}H
T «constant definition> ::=
T «identifier» = T «constant»
T «constant» ::=
T «unsigned integer»
T «constant identifier»
T «string»
T «unsigned integer»

.. = <decimal integer literal>

T «constant identifier»

::= T «identifier»
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T «string»

::=
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<character string literal>

T «type definition part»
<empty>
SYNHODE
T «type definition>

::=

{I

T «type definition»}H;)

T «type definition» ::=
T «identifier» = T «type»
T «type» ::=
T «simple type»
T «structured type»
T «pointer type»
T «simple type» ::=
T «scalar type»
T «sub range type»
T «type identifier»
T «scalar type» ::=
T «standard scalar type»
I T «user declared scalar type»
T «standard scalar type»
T (INTEGER)
T (BOOlEAN)
T (CHAR)

::=

T (INTEGER) ::= INT
T (BOOlEAN) ::= BOOl
T (CHAR) ::= CHAR
T «user declared scalar type» ::=
SET ( T «identifier» {I T«identifier»}H )

T «subrange type» ::=
RANGE ( T «constant»
T «type identifier»

: T «constant»

)

::= T «identifier»

T «structured type» ::=
T ({PACKEDJ <array type»
T ({PACKEDJ <record type»
T ({PACKEDJ <set type»
T ({PACKEDJ <array type» ::=
ARRAY ( T «index type>
{IT «index type»}H ) T «component type»
T «index type»

::=

T «simple type»

{PACKJ
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::= T «type»

T ([PACKED) <record type»
STRUCT ( T «field list»

::=
)

T «field list» ::=
T «fixed part»
T «fixed part» , T «variant part»
T «variant part»
T «fixed part» ::=
T «record section»

{, T «record section»}H

T «record section»

::=
<empty>
I T «field identifier»
{, T «field ïdentifier»}H : T «type»

T «field identifier»

::=

[ PACK)

T «identifier»

T «variant part» ::=
T «tagged variant part»
I T «tag-Iess variant part»
T «tag-Iess variant part»
CASE OF
T «variant»

::=

{, T «variant»}H

T «tagged variant part» ::=
T «tag field> : T «type identifier»
CASE T «tag field» OF
T «variant» {, T «variant»}H

T «tag field»

::= T «field identifier»[PACK)

T «variant»

::=
<empty>
I ( T «case label list»

)

T «field list»

T «case label list» ::=
T «constant» {, T «constant»}H
T «set type»

::=
POUERSET T «simple type»

T (pointer type» ::=
REF T «type identifier»
T «variabIe declaration part»

::=

<empty>
I DCl T «variabIe declaration) {,T «variabIe declaration»}H
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T «variabIe declaration» ::=
T «identifier» {, T «identifier»}H T «type»
T «procedure and function declaration part» ::=
{ T «procedure or function declaration»
}H
T «procedure or function declaration»
T «procedure declaration»
I T «function declaration»

.. --

T «procedure declaration» ::=
T «procedure headinq» T «bloek»
T «procedure headinq» ::=
T «identifier» :
PROC () [ EXCEPTIONS «exception list»]
I T «identifier» :
PROC ( T «formal parameter section»
{, T «formal parameter section»}H
) [EXCEPTIONS «exception list»] ;
T «formal parameter section» ::=
T «parameter qroup»
T «parameter qroup» LOC
T (FUNCTION <parameter qroup» (See note 1)
T (PROCEDURE <identifier> {,<identifier>}H) (See note 1)
T «parameter qroup» ::=
T «identifier» {, T «identifier»}H T «type identifier»
T «function declaration» ::=
T «function headinq» T «bloek»
T «function headinq» ::=
T «identifier» :
PROC () (T «result type» )
IT «identifier» :
PROC ( T «formal parameter section»
{, T «formal parameter section»}H
) ( T «result type» ;
T «result type» ::=
T «type identifier»
T «statement part» ::=
T «unIabelled statément»
I T «label» : T «unIabelled statement»
T «unIabelled statement» ::=
T «simple statement»
I T «structured statement»
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T «simple statement»

::=
<empty>
T «assignment statement»
T «procedure statement»
T «goto statement»

T «assignment statement» ::=
T «variabie» := T «expression»
I T «function identifier> := T «expression»
T «variabie» ::=
T «entire variabie»
T «component variabie»
T «referenced variabie»
T «entire variabie»

::= T «variabie identifier»

T «component variabie» ::=
T «indexed variabie»
T «field designator»
T «file buffer» (See note 2)
T «indexed variabie» ::=
T «array variabie» ( T «expression»
{, T «expression»}H
)

T (array variabie»

::= T «variabie»

T «field designator» ::=
T «record variabie» . T «field identifier»
T «record variabie»
T «field identifier»

::= T «variabie»
::= T «identifier»

T (referenced variabie» ::=
T «pointer variabie» ->
T (pointer variabie»

::= T «variabie»

T «expression» ::=
T «simple expression»
I T «simple expression»
T «relational operator»
T r<simple expression»
T «relational operator» ::=
= I /= I < I > I <= I >= I IN
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T «simple expression» ::=
T «term»
T «sign» T «term»
T «term»
T «adding operator»
T «term»
T «adding operator»
+ I - I OR

::=

T «term» ::=
T «factor»
T «multiplying operator»
T «factor»
T «factor» ::=
T «variable»
T «unsigned constant»
( T «expression» )
T «function designator»
T «set»
NOr T «factor»

T «unsigned constant» ::=
T «unsigned number»
T «string»
T «constant identifier»
NULL

T «function designator» ::=
T «function identifier» ()
I T «function identifier»
( T «actual parameter»
{, T «actual parameter»}N
)

T «function identifier»
T «set»

::= T «identifier»

::= <powerset tuple>

T «procedure statement» ::=
T «procedure identifier»
( [ T «actual parameter»
{, T «actual parameter»)N}
) [ ON

( <exception list> ) :
<action statement list>
END}

T «procedure identifier»

::= T «identifier»
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T «actual parameter» .. =
T «expression»
T «variabIe»
T «procedure identifier»
T «function identifier»
T «goto statement» ::=
GOTO <label name>
I CAUSE <exception name>
T «empty statement»

::= <empty>

T «structured statement» ::=
T «compound statement»
T «conditional statement»
T «repetitive statement»
T «with statement»
T «compound statement» ::=
T «statement» {; T «statement»}H
T «conditional statement»
T «if statement»
I T «case statement»

::=

T «if statement» ::=
IF T «expression»
THEN T «statement»
lELSE T «statement»]

(See note 3)

T «case statement» ::=
CASE T (expression» OF
{T «case list element»
(ELSE)
ES AC
T «case list element» ::=
( T «case label list»

;

}~

) : T «statement»

T «repetitive statement» ::=
T «for statement»
T «while statement»
T (repeat statement»
T (loop statement»
T «for statement» ::=
DO FOR T «contro! variabIe»
T «statement»

:=

T «for list»;

00

T «for list» ::=
T «expression»

[DOWN ]TO T«expression »
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::= T «identitier»

T «while statement» ::=
DO UHILE T «expression»;
T «statement»
00

T «repeat statement»
<repeat label name>

DO FOR EVER;
T «statement» {; T «statement»}H;
IF T «expression»
THEN EXIT <repeat label name>;
FI;
00 <repeat label name>

T «loop statement»

::=
<loop label name>

DO FOR EVER;
T «statement» {; T «statement»}H;
IF T «expression»
THEN EXIT <loop label name>;
FI;
T «statement» {; T «statement»}H;
00 <loop label name>

T «with statement» ::=
DO UITH T «record variabIe list»;
T «statement»
00

T «record variabIe list» ::=
T «record variabIe» {, T «record variable»}H

Hete 1

The standard Pascal shall be medified te allew fer a fully
descriptien
ef
precedural and/er
functienal
fermal
parameters. Fer further explanatien refer te chapter 4.

Hete 2

Altheu9h files are net defined in CHILL this versien of the
translator accepts file buffer variabIe in the same way as a
referenced variabIe.

Hote 3

If the statement follewin9 the keyword EL5E is an
it
the <else clause> (ELSE <statement»
is
translated into ELSIF <expression> <then clause> [<else

statement then

clause>}
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IHPLEHENTATION-DEFINED BUILT-IN ROUTINES

Besides the standard file handling procedures the following
predeclared procedures may be found in Pascal:

standard

a) Dynamic allocation procedures
NEIUp)

Allocates a new variable v and assigns the
pointer reference of v to the pointer variable p.
If the the type of v is a record type with
variants, the form

NEIUp, tI, .. , tn)

can be used to allocate a variable of the variant
with tag fields tl .. tn. The tag field values must
be listed contiguously and in the order of their
declaration. They must not be changed during
execution.

DISPOSE(p)

indicates that storage occupied by the variable
p is not longer needed.

DISPOSE(p, tI, .. , tn)

can be used to indicate that storage occupied by
variable p (with tag field values tl .. tn) is not
longer needed. The tag field values must be
identical to those used when allocating the
variable.

CHILL language definition does not define any standard predeclared
procedure for dynamic allocation. In order to have features similar to
those in Pascal the following assumptions are made:
1.

There exists an implementation-defined built-in routine ALLOCATE
with a bound reference location as parameter and whose function is
similar to that of NEU. The SPACEFAIL exception occurs if the
location can not be allocated due to a shortage of storage.

2.

There exists an implementation-defined built-in routine DEALLOCATE
with a bound reference location as parameter and whose function is
similar to that of DISPOSE. Af ter rele~sing the storage the value
NULL is stored into the specified bound reference locatien.

b) Data transfer procedures
PACK(a, i,z)

If á is an variable of type ARRAY{m .. n] OF Tand z is a
variable of type PACKED ARRAY{u .. v] OF T where n-m >=
v-u, then this is equivalent to:
FOR

j

:= u TO

v DO

z{j] :=

a{j-u+j}
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is equivalent to:

UNPACK(z,a,i)

FOR j := u TO v DO alj-u+il := zljl

In bath cases,
;n the program.

j

denotes an aux;liary var;able not occurr;ng elsewhere

CHILL language def;n;t;on does not def;ne any standard predeclared
procedure for data packing or data transfer. In order to map this Pascal
def;ned feature the follow;ng assumpt;ons are made:
1.

There ex;sts an ;mplementat;on-def;ned bu;lt-;n routine PACK IN wh;ch
has the same number and type of arguments of PACK and wh;ch perfarms
the same function.

2.

There ex;sts an implementation-defined built-in routine DE_PACK which
has the same number and type of arguments of UNPACK and wh;ch perfarms
the same funct;on.

The standard predeclared funct;ons ;n Pascal correspond to the CHILL value
bu;lt-in rout;nes. For same of them a one-to-one correspondence ex;sts:
CHILL

PASCAL
ABS (x:integer)
ORD (x:scalar)
PRED (x:scalar)
SUCC (x:scalar)

---------->
---------->
---------->
---------->

ABS (integer expressien»
NUH «discrete expressien»
PRED «discrete expressien»
SUCC «discrete expressien»

Same of them are forb;dden:
ABS(x:real), 5QR(x:real), SIN(x), COS(x), ARCTAN(x),
EXP(x), LN(x), SQRT(x), TRUNC(x)

and ROUND(x).

Furthermore the follow;ng assumpt;ons have been made:
1.

There ex;sts an ;mplementat;on value bu;lt-;n rout;ne SQR whose
argument must be a integer express;on and whose function is to
calculate the square value of the value delivered by the ;nteger
express;on.

2.

There ex;sts an ;mplementation value bu;lt-;n rout;ne ODD
argument ;5 an ;nteger express;on and whose funct;on ;5 to
whether the integer express;on is odd. If ;t is odd the
del;vered ;s TRUE, otherw;se FALSE.

whose
check
value
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There exists an implementatien value built-in reutine CHR whese
argument is an integer expressien. The value delivered ;5 the
character whese erdinal number matches the value Cif it exists)
delivered by the integer expressien.
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EXAHPLES

1. Chess iragment program
PROGRAH CHESS(OUTPUT)i
LABEL
li
TYPE
PIECE = RECORD
COLOR
(UHITE,BLACK)i
KIND
(PAUN, ROOK,KNIGHT,BISHOP,QUEEN, KING)i
ENDi
COLUHN = (A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H);
LINE = 1 .. 8;
STATE = (OCCUPIED,FREE)i
SQUARE = RECORD
CASE STATUS: STATE OF
OCCUPIED
(P: PIECE);
FREE
: ( );
END;
BOARD = ARRAY[LINEJ OF ARRAY[COLUHNJ OF SQUARE;
HOVE
= RECORD
LIN_l,LIN_2
LINE;
COL_l,COL_2
COLUHN;
END;
VAR
INITIAL BOARD : BOARD i
INITIAL_HOVE : HOVEi
FUNCTION OK_ROOK (B : BOARD; H HOVE)
BOOLEAN;
BEGIN
ENDi
FUNCTION OK_BISHOP (B : BOARD; H HOVE)
BOOLEAN;
BEGIN
ENDi
PROCEDURE REGISTER_HOVE (VAR B
BOARD; H HOVE);
VAR
STARTING,ARRIVING : SQUARE;
BEGIN
STARTING := B[H.LIN_IJ[H.COL_2J;
ARRIVING := B[H.LIN_IJ[H.COL_2Ji
UITH H DO
BEGIN
IF (STARTING.STATUS = FREE)
OR ((LIN_2<1) OR (LIN_2>8) OR (COL_2<A) OR (COL_2>H))
OR (ARRIVING.STATUS <> FREE) AND (ARRIVING.P.KIND = KING)
THEN GOTO li
CASE STARTING.P.KIND OF
PAUN
CASE STARTING.P.COLOR OF
UHITE
IF (COL_I = COL_2)
AND ((ARRIVING.STATUS <> FREE)
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OR
NOT((LIN_2 = LIN_I+I)
OR (LIN_2 = LIN_I+2)
AND(LIN_2 =2)))
OR ((COL_2 = PRED (COL_I))
OR (COL_2 = SUCC(COL_I)))
AND (ARRIVING.STATUS = FREE)
OR (ARRIVING.P.COLOR = UHITE)
TH EN GOrO 1;
BLACK
IF (COL_I = COL_2)
AND ((ARRIVING.STATUS <> FREE)
OR
NOT((LIN_2 = LIN_I-I)
OR (LIN_2 = LIN_I-2)
AND (LIN_I = 7)))
OR ((COL_2 = PRED(COL_I))
OR (COL_2 = SUCC (COL_I)))
AND ( ARRIVING.STATUS = FREE)
OR (ARRIVING.P.COLOR = BLACK)
THEN GOTO 1;
END;
ROOK
IF NOT OK_ROOK (B,H)
THEN GOrO 1;
BISHOP :
IF NOT OK_BISHOP (B,H)
THEN GOTO 1;
QUEEN
IF NOT OK_ROOK (B,H)
THEN
IF NOT OK_BISHOP (B,H)
THEN GOTO 1;
KNIGHT
IF (ABS ( ABS(ORD(COL 2)-ORD(COL_I))
- ABS(LIN_2 - LIN_I)) <> 1)
OR (ABS(ORD(COL_2) - ORD(COL_I))
+ ABS(LIN_2 - LIN_I) <> 3)
OR (ARRIVING.STATUS <> FREE)
AND (ARRIVING.P.COLOR = STARTING.P.COLOR)
THEN GOTO 1;
END;
END;
ARRIVING := STARTING;
END;
BEGIN
REGISTER_HOVE (INITIAL_BOARD,INITIAL_HOVE);
1 :

URITELN (OUTPUT, 'THIS IS AN ILLEGAL HOVE');
END.
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p~evious p~og~am

is the following:

CHESS_HODULO
HODULE
CHESS :
PROCESS (}i /* FILES TO BE USED : OUTPUT */
SYNHODE
PIECE = STRUCT (COLOR SET (UHITE,BLACK) ,
KIND SET (PAUN,ROOK,KNIGHT,BISHOP,QUEEH,KING}),
COLUHN = SET (A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H),
LINE = RANGE (1:8),
STATE = SET (OCCUPIED,FREE),
SQUARE = STRUCT (STATUS STATE,
CASE STATUS OF
(OCCUPIED) :
P PIECE,
(FREE) :
ESAC) ,
BOARD = ARRAY (LINE) ARRAY (COLUHN) SQUARE,
HOVE = STRUeT (LIN_l ,LIN_2 LINE ,
COL_l ,eOL_2 COLUHN) i
DCL
INITlAL BOARD BOARD,
INITIAL_HOVE HOVEi
OK_ROOK:
PROe (B BOARD,H HOVE) (BOOL}i
END OK_'W OK i
OK_BISHOP:
PROC (B BOARD,H HOVE) (BOOL}i
END OK_BlSHOPi
REGISTER_HOVE:
PROe (B BOARD LOC,H HOVE) EXeEPTIOHS (EX_CEP_TIONl)
DCL
STARTING,ARRIVlNG SQUAREi
STARTING:=B(H.LlN_l}(H.COL_2}i
ARRIVING:=B(H.LIH_1}(H.COL_2}i
DO UITH Hi
lF (STARTING.STATUS=FREE)
OR ((LIN_2<1) OR (LIN_2>8)
OR (COL_2<A) OR (COL_2>H})
OR (ARRIVING.STATUS/=FREE)
AND (ARRIVING.P.KIND=KIHG)
THEH
CAUSE EX_CEP_TIONli
FIi

CASE STARTlNG.P.KIND OF
(PAUN) :
CASE STARTING.P.COLOR OF
(UHITE) :
IF (COL_l=COL_2)
AND ((ARRIVING.STATUS/=FREE)
OR NOT ((LIN_2=LIN_1+1)
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OR (LIN_2=LIN_I+2) AND (LIN_2=2)))
OR ((COL_2=PRED (COL_I))
OR (COL_2=SUCC (COL_I)))
AND (ARRIVING.STATUS=FREE)
OR (ARRIVING.P.COLOR=UHITE)
THEN
CAUSE EX_CEP_TIONI;
FI;

(BLACK') :
IF (COL I=COL_2)
AND ((ARRIVING.STATUS/=FREE)
OR NOT ((LIN_2=LIN_I-I)
OR (LIN_2=LIN_I-2) AND (LIN_I=])))
OR ((COL_2=PRED (COL_I))
OR (COL_2=SUCC (COL_I)))
AND (ARRIVING.STATUS=FREE)
OR (ARRIVING.P.COLOR=BLACK')
THEN
CAUSE EX_CEP_TIONI;
FI;

ELSE
ESACi
(ROOK') :
IF NOT OK'_ROOK'(B,H)
THEN
CAUSE EX_CEP_TIONIi
FI;

(BISHOP) :
IF NOT OK'_BISHOP(B,H)
THEN
CAUSE EX_CEP_TIONI;
FIi

(QUEEN) :
IF NOT OK'_ROOK'(B,H)
THEN
IF NOT OK'_BISHOP(B,H)
THEN
CAUSE EX_CEP_TIONI;
FI;
FI;

(K'NIGHT) :
IF (ABS (ABS (NUH (COL_2)-NUH (COL_I))
-ABS (LIN_2-LIN_I))/=I)
OR (ABS (NUH (COL_2)-NUH (COL_I))
+ABS (LIN_2-LIN_I)/=3)
OR (ARRIVING.STATUS/=FREE)
AND (ARRIVING.P.COLOR=STARTING.P.COLOR)
THEN
CAUSE EX_CEP_TIONIi
FIi

ELSE
ESACi
OOi
ARRIVING:=STARTINGi
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END REGISTER_HaVE;
REGISTER_HOVE(INITIAL_BOARD,INITIAL_HOVE)
ON
(EX_CEP_TIONl) : GOTO LABELI;
END ;
LABELl :
URITE_LINE(OUTPUT, 'THIS IS AN ILLEGAL HaVE');
END CHESS;
END CHESS_HODULO ;
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2.Play;ng w;th dates
The follow;n9 example shows a non-ma;n p~09~am w~;tten ;n Pascal. It ;s a
somewhat mod;f;ed ve~s;on of the a190~;thm no.199 p~esent ;n the
collect;on of a190~;thms f~om the CACH.
PROGRAH DATES, GREGORIAN_DATE, JULIAN_DAY_NR;
TYPE
HONTH = (JAN, FEB, HAR, APR, HAY, JUN,
JUL,AUG,SEP,OCT,NOV,DEC);
DATEPTR = DATE;
DATE = RECORD
DAY
1. .31;
HO
HONTH;
YEAR
INTEGER;
END;
FUNCTION GREGORIAN_DATE (JULIAN_DAY_NR:INTEGER)
VAR
J,D,H,Y : INTEGER;
PTR : DATEPTRi
HON : HONTH;
BEGIN
J := JULIAN_DAY_NRi

t

J := J - 1721119;
Y := (~*J - 1) DIV 1~6097;
J := ~*J - 1 - 1~6097*Yi
D := J DIV ~;
J := (~*D + 3) DIV 1~61;
D := ~*D + 3 - 1~61*J;
D := (D+~) DIV ~;
H := (5*D - 3) DIV 153;
D := 5*D - 3 - 15J*H;
D := (D + 5) DIV 5;
Y := 100*Y + J;

IF H<100
THEN H := H+3
ELSE
BEGIN
H := H-9;
Y := Y+l;
END;
HON := JAN;
UHILE ORD(HON) <> H+l DO HON := SUCC(HON);
NEU (PTR);
UITH PTR DO
BEGIN
DAY := D; HO := HON; YEAR := Y;
END;
GREGORIAN_DATE := PTR;
END;
FUNCTION JULIAN_DAY_NR (D
DATE)
INTEGER;
VAR
C,Y,H : INTEGER;

DATEPTRi
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BEGIN
UITH 0 DO
BEGIN
H := ORD (HO) +li
IF H>2
THEN H := H-3
EL5E
BEGIN
H := H+9i
YEAR := YEAR-li
ENDi
C := YEAR DIV lOOi
Y := YEAR - 100*Ci
JULIAN_DAY_NR := (1~6097*C) DIV ~ + (1~61*Y)
DIV ~ + (153+H+C) DIV 5
+ DAY + 1721119i
ENDi
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The translated version of this program will now follow. lt may be noticed
that it is slightly different to the one present in the CClTT
recommendation Z.200 (CHlLL language definition).
DATES :
HODULE
GRANT GREGORIAN_DATE,JULIAN_DAY_NRi
SYNHODE
HONTH = SET (JAN, FEB, HAR, APR, HAY, JUN,JUL,AUG,SEP,OCT,NOV,DEC),
DATEPTR = REF DATE,
DATE = STRUCT (DAY RANGE (1:31) ,
HO HONTH ,
YEAR INTJi
GREGORIAN_DATE:
PROC (JULIAN_DAY_NR INT) (DATEPTR)i
DCL
J,D,H,Y INT,
PTR DATEPTR,
HON HONTH;
J:=JULIAN_DAY_NR;
J:=J-1721119i
Y:=(~*J-1)/1~6097i

J:=~*J-1-1~6097*Yi
D:=J/~;
J:=(~*D+3)/1~61i

D:=~*D+3-1~61*Ji
D:=(D+~)/~;

H: =( 5*D-3)/153i
D:=5*D-3-153*Hi
D: =(D+5}/5;
Y: =100*Y+Ji
IF H<100
THEN
H: =H+3i
ELSE
H: =H-9;
Y:=Y+1i
Fli
HON: =JANi
DO UHILE NUH (HON)/=H+1i
HON:=SUCC (HON)i
OD;
ALLOCATE (PTR)i
DO UITH PTR->;
DAY:=Di
HO:=HONi
YEAR:=Yi
OD;
RESULT PTRi
END GREGORIAN_DATEi
JULIAN_DAY_NR:
PROC (D DATE) (INT);
DCL
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C, Y,H INTi
DO UITH Di
H: =NUH (HOHli
IF H>2
THEN
H:=H-3i
ELSE
H:=H+9i
YEAR: =YEAR-l i
FIi
C:=YEAR/IOOi
Y:=YEAR-IOO*Ci
RESULT (1~6097*C)/~+(1~61*Y)/~+(153+H+C)/5+DAY+1721119i
OD;
END JUL IAN_DA Y_NR;
END DATES;
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3.Example on sortin9 techni9ues
PROGRAH QUICK_SORT(INPUT);
TYPE
AHOUNT = 1 .. 100;
ITEH = RECORD
KEY : INTEGER;
(* OTHER COHPONENTS RELEVANT TO ITEH
END;
VAR
CH
CHAR;
A
ARRAY lAHOUNT] OF ITEH;
FUNCTION CONVERT : INTEGER;
VAR
OFFSET,NUHBER : INTEGER;
BEGIN
NUHBER := 0;
UHILE NOT EOLN DO
BEGIN
READ(CH); OFFSET := ORD(CH) - ORD('O');
NUHBER := 10*NUHBER + OFFSET;
END;
CONVERT := NUHBER;
END;
PROCEDURE FASTSORT(NR : INTEGER);
PROCEDURE SORT (L,R : INTEGER);
VAR
I,J
INTEGER;
X,U
ITEH;
BEGIN
I

:=L; J :=R;

X := Al(L+R) DIV 2];
REPEAT
UHILE AlI].KEY < X.KEY DO I := 1+1;
UHILE
X.KEY < AlJ].KEY DO J := J-l;
IF I <= J
THEN
BEGIN
U := All]; All] := AlJ]; AlJ] := U;
I := 1+1; J := J-l;
END;
UNTIL I > J;
IF L < J THEN SORT(L,J);
IF I < R THEN SORT(I,R);
END;
BEGIN (* FASTSORT *)
SORT (l,NR);
END;
BEGIN
FASTSORT (CONVERT);
END.
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The translated version follows:
QUICK_SORT_HODULO
HODULE
QUICK_SORT :
PROCESS (); /* FILES TO BE USED
INPUT */
SYNHODE
AHqUNT = RANGE (1:100) ,
ITEH = STRUCT (KEY INT
/* OTHER COHPONENTS RELEVANT TO ITEH
)

;

DCL
CH CHAR ,
A ARRAY (AHOUNT) ITEH
CONVERT:
PROC () (INT);
DCL
OFFSET, NUHBER INT;
NUHBER := 0;
DO UHILE NOT EOLN(INPUT);
READ_IN (INPUT,CH);
OFFSET := NUH (CH) - NUH ('0');
NUHBER := 10*NUHBER+OFFSET;
OD;
RESULT NUHBER;
END CONVERT;
FASTSORT:
PROC (NR INTJ;
SORT:
PROC (L, R INTJ;
DCL
I, J INT ,
X, U ITEH
I:=L;
J: =R;
X:=A((L+RJ/Z);
RLABOOB:
DO FOR EVER;
DO UHILE A(I).KEY<X.KEY;
1:=1+1;
OD;
DO UHILE X.KEY<A(J).KEY;
J:=J-l;
OD;
IF I<=J
THEN
U:=A(l);
A(l):=A(J);
A(J):=U;
1:=1+1;
J:=J~l;

FI;
IF I>J
THEN EXIT RLABOOB;

*/ ,
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PI;

OD RLABOOB;
IF L<J
THEN
SORT(L, J);
FI;
IF I<R
THEN
SORHI,R);
FI;
END SORT;
FASTSORT lU
SORT( L NR);
END FASTSORT;

/*

FASTSORT(CONVERT());
END QUICK_SORT;
END QUICK_SORT_HODULO ;
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character mode
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3
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4
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label declaration
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literal expression
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location conversion
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parameter spec
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parameterised string mode
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Pasca 1 program
2
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2
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powerset va1ue
4&,49,&&
primitive va1ue
4&,52
procedure attributes
34
procedure definition
4,5,32,&9
procedure definition statement
32,81
procedure expression
&1
procedure heading
3,31,89
procedure mode
17
procedure parameter
31
procedure statement
54,5&
process
&
program heading
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program parameters
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program structure
2
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&
random access
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range enumeration
&&
range mode
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reach-bound initia1isation
2&
read-on1y
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5
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receive case action
receive expression
52
record field
59
record section
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record type
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record variab1e
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51
referenced variab1e
2&
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re1ationa1 operator
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repeat statement
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resu1t action
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return action
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send act i on
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set constructor
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set mode
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simp1e expresion
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simp1e expression
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start action
62
start expression
52
start value
66
statie mode location
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statie modes
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step enumeration
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step va lue
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stop act i on
62
string concatenation operator
45
string mode
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string repetition operator
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structure field
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structure location
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structure mode
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structure tuple
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structure value
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structured statement
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structured type
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subrange type
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substring
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synmode definition statement
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3
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synonym definition
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tag field
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type compatibilty ru1es
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type definition
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upper bound
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5
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var;able parameter
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